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Summary
Ecosystems are central to the definition of biodiversity. Sustaining ecosystems is essential for
safeguarding species, ecosystem processes, and the natural capital and ecosystem services on which
people rely. A new goal and associated action targets for ecosystem conservation form a core part of
the Post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework (OEWG 2020). To be effective, they must be supported
by a scientifically robust set of metrics capable of monitoring progress towards the goal and targets.
We reviewed key concepts and potential metrics to support the establishment of an ecosystem goal
and action targets. We focussed on three core concepts, and related metrics, that underpin
ecosystem conservation: 1) risk of collapse; 2) area; and 3) integrity (comprising composition,
structure and function), as well as metrics of threats or drivers of biodiversity loss as proxies for
integrity. These three concepts are related, and form the basis of the IUCN Red List of Ecosystems,
which estimates risk of collapse, by measuring ecosystem area (criteria A and B) and integrity
(focussing on function, in criteria C and D).
We reviewed 27 metrics against 20 criteria relating to ecosystem relevance, data availability, clarity
of approach and performance testing. The metrics reviewed include many that have been used in
existing policy settings (such as the Aichi Targets or UN Sustainable Development Goals) or that have
been proposed to support the post-2020 ecosystem goal and targets. We found that there are few
metrics available to measure collapse risk: only those derived from the IUCN Red List of Ecosystems
(RLE) can do so. Multiple metrics could measure change in ecosystem area, though most focus on
specific ecosystems, biomes or realms. We reviewed 16 metrics that aim to measure aspects of
ecosystem integrity, across composition, structure, function, and drivers of loss (which provides an
indirect measure of ecosystem integrity). Multiple metrics also combine different aspects into
composite metrics (e.g. threats and ecosystem area or structure). The biggest group of metrics of
ecosystem integrity related to composition (six), in particular change in local populations, with a
strong focus on terrestrial systems. Such metrics will require complementarity from the other
metrics to capture all components of the ecosystem goal – including ecosystem function and the
relationship with risk of collapse – and to incorporate terrestrial, marine and freshwater ecosystems
equally. Importantly, most of the metrics of integrity have an unclear relationship with ecosystem
collapse and thus uncertain ecosystem relevance; only the RLE-based metrics provide a measure of
proximity to ecosystem collapse, while others will require further work to understand their
ecosystem relevance.
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Our review indicates that there are trade-offs between data availability and relevance to ecosystem
change: metrics that relate more directly to ecosystem function and collapse typically have shorter
time series and sub-global spatial coverage (both of which can be grown over time); whereas more
generic metrics of composition, structure and threats/drivers of loss are currently available, but with
limited capacity to capture change in ecosystem function. Further, few metrics have been rigorously
tested for their ability to measure different drivers, policy changes and accurately reflect the state of
biodiversity.
In summary, no single indicator provides information across all facets of ecosystem conservation.
Measuring ecosystem change, and in particular integrity, is complex, and presents a challenge to
capturing its different dimensions across terrestrial, marine and freshwater ecosystems.
Comprehensive monitoring to support the post-2020 ecosystem goal will require the selection of
well-considered suite of metrics. The metrics reviewed here provide the basis for doing so, but will
need to be judiciously honed to provide a subset that can meaningfully monitor progress. Our
criteria provide a strong basis for such a selection, in particular those relating to ecosystem
relevance. Greater scientific robustness, breadth and development will be needed to provide a
complete picture of the multiple dimensions of ecosystem change; these can be achieved within 5
years with concerted effort by the global conservation community.
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Why an ecosystem goal?
The Vision of the Strategic Plan for Biodiversity is "Living in Harmony with Nature" where "By 2050,
biodiversity is valued, conserved, restored and wisely used, maintaining ecosystem services,
sustaining a healthy planet and delivering benefits essential for all people."
Ecosystems are a core part of the definition of biodiversity. Sustaining ecosystems is essential for
safeguarding species, ecosystem processes, and the natural capital and ecosystem services on which
people rely. The Aichi Targets of the Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2010-2020 did not include a
cohesive aspiration for safeguarding all ecosystems. Rather, elements relating to ecosystems were
scattered across multiple targets: Target 5 called for a reduction in ‘the rate of loss of all natural
habitats, including forests’, and Target 15 for restoration of degraded ecosystems, while some
ecosystem types were mentioned (e.g. forests in Aichi Target 5, coral reefs in Target 10, and other
marine ecosystems in Target 6) but not others. This shortcoming was addressed in the Zero Draft
published by the Open Ended Working Group on the Post-2020 Global Biodiversity Agenda (OEWG
2020), through a new goal specifically addressing ecosystems, complementing goals on the status of
species and genetic diversity, and associated action targets:
Goal A: No net loss by 2030 in the area and integrity of freshwater, marine and terrestrial
ecosystems, and increases of at least [20%] by 2050, ensuring ecosystem resilience
Target 1: Retain and restore freshwater, marine and terrestrial ecosystems, increasing by at
least [50%] the land and sea area under comprehensive spatial planning addressing land/sea
use change, achieving by 2030 a net increase in area, connectivity and integrity and retaining
existing intact areas and wilderness.
To be successful and effective, it is critical that the new Post-2020 ecosystem goal and action targets
are based in ecosystem science, encompass all ecosystems, and build on rapidly expanding data and
potential metrics of change. The new goal, action targets and associated metrics should be able to
be disaggregated to countries or regions, and to specific ecosystems. The aim of this report is to
evaluate, in the context of current ecosystem science, the potential of a range of metrics to support
the new ecosystem goal and associated targets.

Key concepts for an ecosystem goal
There are three key elements that are required in an ecosystem goal, which reflect symptoms of
change: ecosystem area, ecosystem integrity, and risk of ecosystem collapse. The first two of these
are included in the Zero Draft of the Post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework (OEWG 2020), both
directly and via related terms such as connectivity and intactness. The concept of ecosystem
resilience is also included in the Zero Draft, and is related to ecosystem collapse (Keith et al. 2013).
Below we briefly justify these elements, and define key concepts required in an ecosystem goal.
What is an ecosystem?
Ecosystems are made up of assemblages of species, their environment and the processes and
interactions between them (Bland et al. 2016). The ecosystem concept comprises four essential
elements: 1) the living components, biotic complexes and assemblages of species; 2) the abiotic
environment or complex; 3) the interactions within and between the biotic and abiotic; and 4) the
physical space in which these operate (Keith et al. 2013). Ecosystems are differentiated from one
another by a degree of uniqueness in composition, processes and function – the ecosystems’
defining features – and spatial boundaries. While there is inherent uncertainty in applying discrete
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ecosystem categories to natural continua, recent scientific advances have allowed the synthesis of
ecological theory developed over the last century (Tansley 1935), into practical and workable
definitions of ecosystems (Keith et al. 2015; Keith et al. 2013). Similar definitions are used for other,
often synonymous terms, such as ‘ecological communities’, ‘habitats’, ‘biotopes’ and ‘vegetation
types’ (Keith et al. 2013; Nicholson et al. 2009).
What is ecosystem collapse?
A collapsed ecosystem has lost its defining features (species, assemblages, processes and functions),
and has been replaced by a different ecosystem type (Keith et al. 2013). Collapse involves a
transition beyond a bounded threshold in one or more variables that define the identity of the
ecosystem; the variables and thresholds will vary per ecosystem, depending on its defining features.
Qualitative conceptual models can help clarify key system processes, pressure interactions and
potential pathways to collapse, as well as variables, and pragmatic collapse thresholds for assessing
large detrimental ecosystem changes involving loss of biota, composition, structure and/or
ecological function (Bland et al. 2016; Bland et al. 2018; Sato and Lindenmayer 2018).
Ecosystem resilience is a related concept that describes the ability to absorb environmental change
while maintaining characteristic composition, structure, and function (Holling 1973). Thus, a resilient
ecosystem can withstand pressures that may lead to collapse, and can persists in the face of
perturbation (Peterson et al. 1998; Scheffer et al. 2015). The term ‘resilience’ is used widely, and
varies in its meaning and definition across disciplines, making it difficult to interpret and
operationalise in practical settings (Chambers et al. 2019). The relationships between ecosystem
resilience, integrity and risk of collapse (sensu Red List of Ecosystems) will need further definition
and research in the context of global goals and monitoring.
Risk of ecosystem collapse
Risk of ecosystem collapse quantifies the likelihood that an ecosystem will collapse over a specified
time frame and future scenario, and provides a complementary measure to species extinction risk.
The IUCN Red list of Ecosystems (RLE) provides the global standard for assessing collapse risk, based
on five criteria (Bland et al. 2016; Keith et al. 2013): A) loss of area, B) restricted distribution, C)
change in the abiotic environment or processes, D) change in the biotic components and processes,
and E) and quantitative estimate of risk based on a probabilistic model. The RLE criteria have been
adopted by many countries (Bland et al. 2019), while related or comparable approaches to
ecosystem assessment are also in use around the world (Nicholson et al. 2015). Measuring changes
in collapse risk can reveal whether ecosystems are still imperilled, or whether management actions
have reduced risk.
Ecosystem area
The area, or spatial distribution, of an ecosystem can influence its persistence. Larger ecosystems
are more resilient to environmental change than smaller ecosystems. Conversely, declines in
ecosystem area reduce species diversity and capacity to sustain ecological processes, and ecosystem
functions and services (Keith et al. 2013). In particular, loss of ecosystem area can diminish the
diversity of niches for species to occupy, limit the carrying capacity of the ecosystem, and alter the
availability and spatial distribution of resources within the ecosystem. In turn, this reduces the
native biota the ecosystem can support (Harpole and Tilman 2007; Shi et al. 2010). Additionally,
large, wide-spread ecosystems have considerably lower risk of collapsing due to large threats or
catastrophic events (Keith et al. 2013). Change in ecosystem area is quantified under RLE criterion A,
while restricted distribution is assessed under RLE criterion B.
Ecosystem integrity
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We define ecosystem integrity as the similarity of a given ecosystem’s composition, structure and
function to the its natural range of variation in these characteristics (after Keith et al. 2013; Parrish
et al. 2003). The terms ecosystem integrity, intactness, and degradation are closely related and used
somewhat interchangeably. Composition relates to the identity and variety of the biota, and includes
aspects of species assemblages such as richness, relative abundance or cover, diversity and biomass
(Keith et al. 2013; Noss 1990). Structure relates to the physical organisation and pattern, including
attributes such as connectivity (physical measures, as opposed to species demographics),
fragmentation, vegetation height, canopy cover, soil type, and snow cover (Keith et al. 2013; Noss
1990). Ecosystem function includes ecological and ecosystem processes, such as productivity,
predator-prey interactions, disturbance regimes (e.g. fire, drought), hydrological processes, nutrient
cycling, species movement and dispersal, and phenology (Keith et al. 2013; Noss 1990; Pettorelli et
al. 2018). These attributes are not independent, presenting related and inter-connected dimensions
of ecosystem integrity that provide a useful framework for measuring it (Pereira et al. 2013).
The concept of ecosystem integrity enables an ecosystem goal and action target to address both
ecosystem degradation and ecosystem recovery and restoration, while emphasising retention of
intact areas. Declines or degradation in integrity reduce habitat quality for native biota, increase
species extinction risk (Di Marco et al. 2019; Watson et al. 2018), disrupt ecological processes and
functions, and diminish ecosystem resilience and capacity to sustain species and ecosystem services
(Keith et al. 2013). Change in ecosystem integrity, with a focus on ecosystem function, forms the
basis for RLE criteria C (environmental degradation) and D (disruption of biotic processes and
interactions) (Keith et al. 2013). Ecosystems with the highest integrity are natural systems in which
composition, structure and function are unaffected (or minimally affected) by humans, while
ecosystems with low integrity (or with little integrity) are those that are degraded to the point that
they can be considered ‘collapsed’ under the Red List of Ecosystems criteria (sensu Keith et al. 2013).
Relationships between ecosystem integrity, area and collapse risk and drivers of biodiversity loss,
These key concepts – area, integrity and collapse risk – are related. The different components and
characteristics of ecosystems, and the metrics used to measure them, will interact as an ecosystem
progresses toward collapse (Keith et al., 2013). Human activities (threats) drive ecosystem change
though declines in both integrity and area; ongoing declines in integrity can also lead to the eventual
loss of the ecosystem, presenting a second pathway to loss in area. Together loss in area and
integrity increase risk of collapse. Attributes of integrity (composition, structure and function) are
also related (Noss 1990; Pereira et al. 2013), and similar measures may serve different attributes,
depending on the scale of measurement (Noss 1990).

Loss in
ecosystem
area
Increase in
risk of
ecosystem
collapse

Threatening
processes

Figure 1. Conceptual causal
model linking threats with
each of the key concepts,
showing the relationship
between them.

Loss in
ecosystem
integrity
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Net loss and net gains
Net losses and gains are important concepts in conservation. Measuring net change acknowledges
that some losses are likely as a result of anthropogenic pressures, but can be potentially offset by
actions that lead to no net loss and ideally net gains (Bull et al. 2019). The challenge is to ensure that
such actions result in meaningful positive outcomes, rather than sanctioned further loss with
uncertain future benefits (Bekessy et al. 2010). We highlight that avoiding declines should be
prioritized over restoration or creation of offsets wherever possible, because restoration and
recovery are riskier and more expensive than retaining more intact areas, due to uncertain
outcomes and low success rates.

Review methods for potential metrics to support an ecosystem goal
Mace et al. (2018) identified three fundamental measures of change in biodiversity: extinction risk,
abundance of wild species, and biotic health. While they addressed biodiversity broadly, the
discussed policy targets related largely to species, and not explicitly to ecosystem-level biodiversity.
Comparable fundamental measures for ecosystems would address, respectively, ecosystem collapse
risk, ecosystem area, and ecosystem integrity.
Here we reviewed potential metrics for their suitability to report on ecosystem collapse risk, area
and integrity. We further divided the integrity metrics (after Noss 1990) into those that address
predominantly ecosystem composition, ecosystem structure and function, or are based on data of
drivers of biodiversity loss, land-use and threatening processes as proxies for integrity. The list of
metrics evaluated, with key references, is in Table 1. Note that this is not comprehensive; we include
metrics (and related metrics) that have been proposed for use in policy documents such as the post2020 framework or the Biodiversity Indicator Partnership related to ecosystems; other metrics
continue to be proposed that are not included here.
Because the ecosystem concepts and attributes dealt with in this review are related and not
independent, categorising metrics was challenging. For example, metrics of ecosystem area can be
used as measures of structural change in integrity, depending on the spatial scale (for example
percent tree cover, or fragmentation). Furthermore, in several cases, measures from multiple
categories (i.e., area, integrity and drivers of biodiversity loss) were combined in a single metric,
making it hard to disentangle what the metric is measuring (which is problem in itself). We have
attempted to address this by nominating primary and secondary groupings (the latter in brackets in
Table 1, and discussed further in summary sheets for each metric in Appendix 3).
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Table 1. Metrics reviewed, with key references. Metrics are grouped by whether they relate primarily
to collapse risk, area or integrity, with integrity metrics further divided into those based on
composition, structure or function, or those that are predominantly metrics of threats (drivers of
change, threatening processes and land-use). For metrics that included variables relating to multiple
grouping attributes, we have indicated a secondary attribute in brackets.
Acronym

Metric

Integrity attribute

Key references

Risk of collapse
NCE

Number of Collapsed Ecosystems

NIE

Number of Improved Ecosystems

Red List of Ecosystems (RLE)
database
RLE database

RLIE

Red List Index of Ecosystems

(Rowland et al. 2019)

Ecosystem area
EAI

Ecosystem Area Index

(Rowland et al. 2019)

FAO

(Keenan et al. 2015)

GMW

Forest Area as a Proportion of
Total Land Area
Global Mangrove Watch

LCC

Live Coral Cover

(Bunting et al. 2018; Thomas
et al. 2017)
(Obura et al. 2019)

TPF

Trends in Primary Forest Extent

(Morales-Hidalgo et al. 2015)

TTC

Trends in Tree Cover

(Hansen et al. 2013)

WETI

Wetland Extent Trends Index

(Darrah et al. 2019; Dixon et
al. 2016)

Ecosystem integrity
BHI

Biodiversity Habitat Index

composition (threats)

(Allnutt et al. 2008)

BII

Biodiversity Intactness Index

composition (threats)

(Newbold et al. 2016)

LPI

Living Planet Index

composition

(McRae et al. 2017)

MSA

Mean Species Abundance

composition (threats)

(Alkemade et al. 2009)

SHI

Species Habitat Index

composition

(Jetz et al. 2007)

WBI

Wild Bird Index

composition

(Gregory and van Strien 2010)

BIM

Beyer Intactness Metric

structure (threats)

(Beyer et al. 2019)

CFMFC21

structure

(Hamilton and Casey 2016)

FHI

Continuous Global Mangrove
Forest Cover for the 21st Century
Forest Health Index

structure (threats)

(Grantham et al, unpublished)

EHI

Ecosystem Health Index

(Rowland et al. 2019)

GERI

function

(Sims et al. 2019)

VHI

Global Ecosystem Restoration
Index
Proportion of land degraded over
total land area
Vegetation Health Index

function (structure,
composition)
function

function

(Kogan 1997)

CRW

Coral Reef Watch

threats

(Liu et al. 2006)

HF

Human Footprint

threats

(Venter et al. 2016)

MCHI

Marine Cumulative Human
Impacts
Ocean Health Index

threats

(Halpern et al. 2008)

threats

(Halpern et al. 2012)

PDL

OHI

(Fernandez et al. 2015)
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We evaluated 27 biodiversity metrics, including all metrics listed against 2050 Goal 1 in the Zero
Draft’s Monitoring Framework Appendix (CBD, 2019), and several additional metrics of potential
value. Each metric was assessed by an individual author who conducted a search of literature,
websites and reports, and then evaluated against a set of criteria using specified assessment
guidelines (Appendix A). Each individual assessment was then cross reviewed by the entire group of
authors. The full reviews of each metric are available in Appendix B.
We evaluated the metrics against 20 criteria, drawn from those commonly used in biodiversity
indicator selection and design (e.g., Niemeijer and de Groot 2008; Rice and Rochet 2005). We focus
on criteria relevant to our aim of identifying metrics to support an ecosystem target, and assessed
metrics with this in mind. Criteria fall under four focal areas:
1) ecosystem relevance: clarity of aims/purpose; how the metrics relates to ecosystem area,
integrity and collapse risk, and composition structure or function; whether the metric measures
threat or ecosystem response; and whether it is readily linked to thresholds of ecosystem
collapse (without further research);
2) data availability and quality: data type and accessibility, coverage and scalability;
3) clarity of approach: reproducibility, ease of interpretation (including uncertainty), redundancy
and uptake; and
4) metric performance and testing: confidence in the suitability and interpretability of the metric.
The full list of criteria and their explanation can be found in Appendix 1. While costs and scientific
credibility are important characteristics of indicators (Jones et al. 2011), they outside the scope of
this report. However, we indirectly cover them in the above criteria (e.g. cost via data accessibility;
credibility via uptake).

Results and discussion
Summary of review findings
The overall results are summarised in Table 2 (a more detailed version appears in Appendix 2);
below we discuss the findings, while detailed evaluations of each metric can be found in Appendix 3.
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Table 2. Summary of review results (full table in Appendix 2); acronyms match those in Table 1; explanations of the criteria are in Appendix 1.
Metric

CGMFCCRW
21

BHI

BII

BIM

EAI

EHI

FAO

FHI

Risk of ecosystem
collapse

N

N

N

N

Ecosystem area

N

N

N

Integrity: composition

Y

Y

Integrity: structure

N

Integrity: function

HF

LCC

LPI

NCE

NIE

OHI

PLD

RLIE

SHI

TPF

TTC

VHI

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Integrity: threats

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Relatable to collapse
threshold

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

N

N

Y

Marine

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Terrestrial

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Freshwater

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Length of time series

7

49

2

12

32

1

1

5

1

0

7

2

47

48

2

1

1

0

7

1

1

1

5

2

38

37-49

47

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Frequency: <= 1y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

NA

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Transparent

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Reproducible
Uncertainty
represented

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Uses in global policy

Y

Y

N

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Performance testing

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Independent of
specific models or data
products
Empirical (N =
modelled)

GERI GMW

MCHI MSA

WBI WETI
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Ecosystem relevance
The most important question is how the metrics relate to measuring dimensions of ecosystem
change, that is, their relevance to ecosystems. Of particular importance is how a metric relates to
ecosystem collapse, as this affects capacity for interpretation. For example, if a given metric scales
between 0 and 1, what do 1 and 0 represent, and what does a value of 0.6 value mean? As they
stand, 11 metrics have a reference point that relates to ecosystem collapse. Most of these metrics
relate to change in area, although typically these includes an implicit rather than explicit collapse
definition (i.e. no description of what collapse looks like or quantitative thresholds for collapse).
For the remaining 16 metrics, any definition or application of an appropriate threshold for
ecosystem collapse would require further research. For example, the Biodiversity Intactness Index
(BII) and Living Planet Index (LPI) measure change in composition (local species populations);
however, it is not clear at what threshold of change in composition a given ecosystem would be
considered collapsed. Likewise, primary productivity, measured by NDVI in the Proportion of land
degraded over total land area, has a clear relationship with integrity (and ecosystem function) but
ecosystem-specific threshold values would be required to measure proximity to collapse.
Nearly all metrics have clearly articulated objectives. However, most were not designed to monitor
progress towards global goals (as is the case for many biodiversity indicators, Collen and Nicholson
2014), and some are used beyond their stated purpose. For example, Trends in Tree Cover and
Forest Area have been used to measure forest biodiversity, despite being explicit about inclusion of
plantations as ‘forest’ or ‘tree cover’, which requires further analysis to allow them to measure
change in natural forest (Green et al. 2005; Keenan et al. 2015). While it is not ideal to retrofit
indicators to new goals, there is considerable opportunity to consider the capacity of existing
metrics to measure ecosystem change meaningfully and effectively. If there is capacity, objectives –
and the way data outputs are interpreted – can be reframed to inform progress towards ecosystem
goals. Most importantly, any limitations of the particular metric in assessing against ecosystems
goals should be made explicit, both by examining underlying assumptions and performance testing
(Collen and Nicholson 2014).
Potential metrics of risk of ecosystem collapse
Three metrics capturing trends in ecosystem collapse can be derived from data from the IUCN Red
List of Ecosystems (RLE), the global standard for assessing risk of ecosystem collapse across marine,
terrestrial and freshwater systems. To the best of our knowledge, these three metrics are the only
available metrics that directly measures collapse risk. The Red List Index of Ecosystems (Rowland et
al. 2019) summarises the mean status and trends in collapse risk among ecosystems in a region,
country, or globally. The index is analogous to the Red List Index of Species Survival, which is used to
support several Aichi Biodiversity Targets and Sustainable Development Goals. The Red List Index of
Ecosystems performed well under testing for sensitivity, responsiveness and interpretability of
behaviour (Rowland et al. in review). Two other metrics may be derived from RLE data, including the
number of collapsed ecosystems and number of ecosystems that have improved in risk status. These
metrics are presently available for a subset of countries and regions that have national or subnational ecosystem red lists (Bland et al. 2019; Rowland et al. 2019). However, the current IUCN RLE
target is to assess all terrestrial ecosystems by 2023 and all marine and freshwater ecosystems by
2025. The number of ecosystems that have improved in risk status metric requires ecosystems to be
assessed at least twice; this information is available for some countries already (e.g. Finland, Norway
and South Africa, Bland et al. 2019), and may be available for more regions by 2030.
Potential metrics of ecosystem area
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Eight metrics that we reviewed measure status and trends in ecosystem area. The newly developed
Ecosystem Area Index (EAI) is the only metric to cover all ecosystem types, using RLE data to
measure area changes across all types of marine, terrestrial and freshwater ecosystems over
standardised timeframes. As with the Red List Index of Ecosystems, data are available to calculate
the Ecosystem Area Index for a subset of countries/regions, with plans for complete coverage of
terrestrial ecosystems by 2023 and marine and freshwater ecosystems by 2025.
Other area metrics we reviewed capture regional and global trends in specific ecosystem types,
including forests (Forest Area as a Proportion of Total Land Area), tree cover (Trends in Tree Cover),
mangroves (Global Mangrove Watch and Continuous Global Mangrove Forest Cover for the 21st
Century), natural and human-made wetlands (Wetland Extent Trends Index), and coral cover (Live
Coral Cover). Trends in Tree Cover, Forest Area and Global Mangrove Watch explicitly capture and/or
identify the direct change in ecosystem cover and the primary threats, such as land clearing, forestry
or agricultural activities. Change in Primary Forest Extent measures only a subset of natural forests
(i.e. those that are classified as ‘primary forest’), whereas Trends in Tree Cover and Forest Area as a
Proportion of Total Land Area do not distinguish between forested areas that are natural
ecosystems, plantations or areas affected by forestry practices. Hence, any change in the integrity or
area of ecosystems may be obscured.
Potential metrics of ecosystem integrity
Metrics capturing changes in integrity are abundant (16 reviewed here), with five focusing on
composition (specifically local species richness or trends in local species abundance), three focusing
on structure, and four capturing ecological processes or functions that underpin healthy ecosystems.
A further four primarily focus on threats or drivers of biodiversity loss, rather than direct measures
of ecosystem integrity (i.e. ecosystem response via composition, structure, or function). Only
one metric (the Ecosystem Health Index, EHI) relates integrity to ecosystem collapse thresholds
without further interpretation and research. This highlights one of the biggest challenges to
measuring integrity in an ecologically-meaningful way: generic metrics are unlikely to assess
degradation accurately across functionally contrasting ecosystems because their salient processes
may differ, along with collapse thresholds (Keith et al. 2013).
12 of the integrity metrics are based on empirical observation (e.g. time-series of field-data, Living
Planet Index LPI, or remotely sensed time-series, Vegetation Health Index VHI), while others rely on
extrapolations that relate changes in composition between intact ecosystems to those disturbed by
land-use change. For instance, Mean Species Abundance (MSA) uses model output from GLOBIO3,
while Biodiversity Intactness Index (BII) uses the PREDICTS database (a former version of
the Biodiversity Intactness Index (Scholes and Biggs 2005) was based on expert-based estimates of
changes in composition). The Species Habitat Index (SHI) models change in the area of suitable
habitat available for individual terrestrial species and aggregates these values into a single subnational to global scale index. While modelling approaches can reduce patchiness associated with
taxonomic and geographic bias in data collection, they have been criticised for lack of validation
(e.g., BII, Martin et al. 2019).
Composition metrics
Five of the 14 metrics of integrity are based on composition measures of local species population
trends or assemblages. For example, the Living Planet Index (LPI), the related Wild Bird
Index (WBI), and the database Biotime (Dornelas et al. 2018), track temporal trends in local
populations of vertebrate species, the Mean Species Abundance (MSA) models change in relative
abundance, and the Biodiversity Intactness Index (BII) measures change relative local abundance
weighted by species richness, but can also be split from the local population metric to produce a
measure of change in relative local species richness (Newbold et al. 2016).
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Changing composition is a key part of measuring ecosystem change, but provides an incomplete
picture of complex ecosystem dynamics on its own. There are two problems with monitoring
ecosystem change with composition-based metrics. First, relating the values of general metrics
of composition (change in species abundance or richness) to ecosystem function, resilience or
collapse thresholds is difficult (Duncan et al. 2015; Peterson et al. 1998), limiting their utility to
monitoring ecosystem change. To improve the relation between compositional metrics with
ecosystem integrity, attributes such as functional diversity are needed to understand how much
compositional change, and in which species or groups, could result in collapse.
Second, data underpinning such compositional metrics are often taxonomically and geographically
biased, favouring mammals, birds, and species in the temperate or developed regions (Amano and
Sutherland 2013; Boakes et al. 2010; Troudet et al. 2017). Such biases mean that any meaningful
disaggregation at local to regional scales in challenging, and can result in counter-intuitive results
that affect metric performance (Nicholson et al. 2012), though this uncertainty will reduce as
taxonomic and geographic coverage increases. Our review shows that there are currently biases in
coverage of the compositional metrics – the Biodiversity Habitat Index (BHI) and Biodiversity
Intactness Index (BHI) measure terrestrial species only, while Mean Species Abundance (MSA)
captures terrestrial and freshwater species.
Structure metrics
We reviewed three metrics that primarily dealt with ecosystem structure. All three of these are
related in some capacity to other metrics reviewed. Two depend on Trends in Tree Cover (TTC) to
calculate an aspect of structure (Continuous Global Mangrove Forest Cover for the 21st Century,
CGMFC-21, and Forest Health Index, FHI), while two use the Human Footprint Index (HF), a threatbased metric, to estimate degradation or integrity (Forest Health Index, FHI, and Beyer Intactness
Metric, BIM). The Continuous Global Mangrove Forest Cover for the 21st Century (CGMFC-21) metric
captures annual change global mangrove canopy cover, based on the Global Forest Change database
(Hansen et al. 2013). The Forest Health Index (FHI) measures forest degradation globally from human
activities using global datasets of potential forest and those underpinning Trends in Tree
Cover and Human Footprint Index. Beyer Intactness Metric (BIM) also fragmentation metrics with the
Human Footprint Index (HF) to estimate intactness relative to a theoretical undisturbed reference
state
Two relate only to a specific ecosystem type (mangroves and forest), while the BIM is terrestrial but
ecosystem-non-specific – it has refers to habitat and has not been calculated with any particular
ecosystem classification, limiting its ecosystem relevance. None can be readily related to ecosystem
collapse thresholds. Previous studies have expressed caution in the use of generic measures of
landscape structure (such as patterns of fragmentation, connectivity, or patch size) to infer
ecosystem integrity or risk of collapse without assessment of the functional connectivity or change
therein (Keith et al. 2013).
Function metrics
Of the four metrics that measure functional attributes of ecosystems, the only metric to relate
integrity to ecosystem collapse thresholds was the Ecosystem Health Index (EHI). The EHI is based on
data from the Red List of Ecosystems, and captures change in ecological processes and functions
using ecosystem-specific ecological variables that are standardised against thresholds of ecosystem
collapse. The index uses RLE data and standardises variables using the process for assessing severity
and extent of ecosystem change. Testing suggests that the index is sensitive and responsive to
changes in threat levels, although the choice of ecological variable affects its performance (Rowland
et al. in review). Similar to the Red List Index of Ecosystems (RLIE) and Ecosystem Area Index (EAI),
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the index is currently limited by data availability. It is available for a subset of countries/regions, with
plans underway to assess all ecosystems by 2025.
The remaining three metrics measuring ecosystem function – Vegetation Health Index (VHI), Global
Ecosystem Restoration Index (GERI) and Proportion of land degraded over total land area (PDL) would require further research to interpret the metric in terms of proximity to ecosystem collapse
for most ecosystems. The Vegetation Health Index (VHI) captures ecosystem degradation through
changes in NDVI and temperature as a proxy for desertification, has a fine temporal resolution (i.e.
available weekly since 1981), but is limited to terrestrial ecosystems. The Global Ecosystem
Restoration Index (GERI) is a composite metric that identifies degrading or restored ecosystems
through changes in land productivity and energy balance in the context of the type of land cover, but
is yet to be calculated. The Proportion of land degraded over total land area (PDL) is also a
composite metric that combines information on changes in land cover class, land productivity and
carbon stocks to provide a single measure of land degradation. It is available globally, and for some
regions and continents. Finally, the Continuous Global Mangrove Forest Cover for the
21st Century aims to capture both declines in mangrove ecosystem integrity and area
simultaneously.
Threat metrics
Four global metrics map threat or drivers of biodiversity loss rather than measuring the direct
response of ecosystems. A further two combine data on drivers and structure (Forest Health Index
FHI and Beyer’s Intactness Metrics BIM), while three composition metrics also reply on land-use data
(Biodiversity Intactness Index, BII, Mean Species Abundance MSA and Biodiversity Habitat Index,
BHI).
Metrics of threats or drivers of biodiversity loss can identify areas where ecosystem integrity is
threatened (Driscoll et al. 2018), and map the human impacts globally on marine (Coral Reef Watch
CRW, Marine Cumulative Human Impact indices MCHI) terrestrial ecosystems (Human Footprint
index, HF). For example, the Human Footprint Index (HF) aggregates and globally maps the
cumulative impacts of eight human pressures on the terrestrial environment. Coral Reef
Watch provides near real-time maps of sea temperatures to forewarn of conditions conducive to
coral bleaching. The Forest Health Index (FHI) measures forest degradation globally from human
activities using global datasets of potential forest and those underpinning Trends in Tree
Cover and Human Footprint Index, while Beyer’s Intactness Metric (BIM) combines the Human
Footprint Index (HF) with measures of fragmentation and loss.
These metrics provide an indirect measure of change in integrity, reporting changes in the threats
rather than the ecosystem responses in terms of integrity, functional resilience or collapse risk.
Estimates of the impacts of the threats on ecosystems require an understanding of the functional
relationships between ecosystem responses (such as integrity or collapse risk) and the levels of and
interactions between threatening processes, which may be non-linear, ecosystem-specific and
complex (Parrish et al. 2003).
The recent global assessment report on biodiversity and ecosystem services prepared by IPBES
identifies five key drivers of biodiversity and ecosystem loss: land or sea use change, direct
exploitation, climate change, pollution and invasive species (Brondizio et al. 2019). Of all the
terrestrial metrics that incorporate specific drivers, nearly all focus on land use change, with only
Mean Species Abundance (MSA) and the Forest Health Index (FHI) including other drivers like climate
change and pollution. Nearly all marine metrics measure direct ecosystem responses rather than
drivers, with the exception of the Marine Cumulative Human Impact Index (MCHI) and Ocean Health
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Index (OHI). The MCHII and OHI are also the only metrics that include invasive species; however,
both include all drivers weighted equally and so are challenging to interpret.
Data availability and coverage
Spatial coverage varies between metrics. However, global coverage is already available for many
metrics, with the remaining metrics able to achieve comparable coverage in the future. For example,
some of the RLE indices have only been calculated for specific locations so far but have potential to
be calculated globally with spatial coverage growing as more ecosystems are assessed and added to
the RLE database. Similar to spatial coverage, temporal coverage – specifically length and frequency
of time series – varies between metrics. Those with annual time series tend to use remote sensing
data (such as the Biodiversity Intactness Index or Trends in Tree Cover) or involve interpolation over
time (such as the Living Planet Index); other metrics provide one or a few snapshots in time. Most,
but not all, of the metrics with short time series are newly developed – for example the Forest
Health Index and the various Red List of Ecosystems (RLE) indices – and so have potential to grow
over time. Mean Species Abundance (MSA) and the Species Habitat Index (SHI) have the capacity to
develop time series of past change, but so far have primarily been used to project future conditions.
Ten of the metrics are dependent on infrastructure such as specific databases and models, some of
which are freely available. Other metrics can be calculated with independent datasets, such as
national ecosystem data (e.g. national ecosystem Red Lists). The metrics are a mix of systemagnostic (e.g. the RLE Indices), while others are specific to particular biomes or ecosystem types,
such as Coral Reef Watch. 19 of the metrics can measure terrestrial ecosystems, 15 measure marine
ecosystems and nine can be used to measure freshwater ecosystems.
Performance testing, reliability and transparency
Most metrics have undergone some testing, but few have been comprehensively tested for their
capacity to perform the role effectively (including testing for their responsiveness, reliability,
sensitivity and specificity). Nineteen of the metrics have been tested, to some degree, for reliability
(how well they reflect actual change to biodiversity). Coral Reef Watch (CRW), Live Coral Cover (LCC)
and Global Mangrove Watch (GMW) are the only metrics to have been tested for specificity (how
well they differentiate between different drivers of change). The Living Planet Index (LPI), Coral Reef
Watch (CRW), Live Coral Cover (LCC) and the RLE Indices (RLIE, EAI and EHI) have been tested for
responsiveness (how well they reflect policy change). Very few metrics actively represent
uncertainty in their values (but see LPI, RLE Indices), but more do acknowledge potential sources of
uncertainty in their publications. The rate of transparency (accessible methods and results) and
reproducibility is high amongst most metrics, although lower for the newer metrics that haven’t had
time to accumulate publications and establish an online presence.
Theoretical analysis of temporal relationships between metrics
Trends in and status of ecosystems can be monitored via many different system properties and
components, as exemplified by the multitude of potential metrics reviewed here. This review
classified metrics by how they related to ecosystem collapse risk, area, integrity and threats. As
identified earlier, these components are related (Figure 1) both causally and temporally: threatening
processes drive changes to ecosystem integrity, followed or concurrent with loss of ecosystem area,
leading to an increase in risk of collapse, and, in extreme cases, actual collapse (Keith et al., 2013).
While one or all these stages can occur simultaneously, they do not occur in reverse order (Figure 1).
Three of the metrics assessed measure drivers of ecosystem change rather than the state or
response of the ecosystem (Coral Reef Watch CRW, Marine Cumulative Human Impact MCHII, and
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Human Footprint Index HFI). These driver-based metrics could be considered ‘first-responders’,
expected to convey change to policy makers ahead of subsequent responses from ecosystems,
particularly the first signs of declining ecosystem integrity. Thirteen of the metrics are designed to
capture change in ecosystem integrity, such as change in relative local species abundance (e.g. the
Biodiversity Intactness Index BII, or Mean Species Abundance MSA) or ecosystem structure or
function (e.g. Ecosystem Health Index EHI, Forest Health Index FHI). While losses in ecosystem area
are likely to be accompanied by associated losses in integrity, many metrics of integrity confer the
benefit of being able to signal a decline in ecosystem health before change in area occurs (e.g. the
Living Planet Index which measures change in vertebrate abundance). Lastly, only one metric
directly measures ecosystem collapse, the Number of Collapsed Ecosystems (NCE), derived from the
Red List of Ecosystem assessments. Assuming the other metrics are performing effectively, policy
makers could expect that any notable change in the NCE should have been preceded by warning
signals from some, if not all, of the other metrics.

Conclusions and recommendations
Specific goals and targets for ecosystems in the post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework are crucial
to a sustainable future. The complexity of ecosystems and their symptoms of change require a suite
of metrics to support an ecosystem goal, including the different attributes of ecosystem integrity
(composition, structure and function) and pathways to change (threatening processes, change in
ecosystem area, integrity and risk of collapse). Our review highlights that there are numerous
metrics available to support an ecosystem goal and associated action targets, covering the range of
attributes of ecosystems that should be measured, but most will need further research and
development to ensure fitness-for-purpose, relevance for measuring ecosystem change, and
coverage, spatially, temporally and by realm/biome. Our evaluation against the criteria reveals
potential weaknesses in many metrics; further research will be needed to turn the findings into a
decision-support process to support metric selection, such as multi-criteria decision analysis.
In order to capture the complexity of ecosystems and pathways to loss, a set of metrics will be
needed; the set should be structured around our proposed grouping of core concepts to be
measured: collapse risk (related to resilience), area, and integrity, as well as drivers of ecosystem
loss. Furthermore, a diverse array of metrics is needed to measure the multiple dimensions of
ecosystem integrity – composition, structure and function. The biggest group of integrity metrics
were those that measure change in species composition or map threatening processes.
Composition-focused metrics are challenging to directly link to ecosystem function or collapse, and
can be affected by data biases and, while threat-based metrics only indirectly measure change in
ecosystems. Notably, several of the composition metrics (Living Planet Index, Biodiversity Intactness
Index) have been proposed as metrics for the post-2020 species goal and associated action targets.
Rather than using the same metrics to inform species and ecosystem goals, using separate
ecosystem metrics present an opportunity to incorporate more diverse monitoring measures post2020, which will – in turn – provide a more holistic understanding of biodiversity change.
A key limitation for most of the metrics is their relevance and interpretability for measuring
ecosystem change, particularly their capacity to measure progress towards ecosystem collapse.
Many of these metrics were developed for other purposes, which means that more work is needed
to understand how they can contribute to an ecosystem goal in a meaningful way, to ensure they
are fit-for-purpose. Composite metrics that combined threats, area and different elements of
composition or structure, can be very difficult to interpret, limiting their utility. It can also allow
fungibility in the metrics, with increases in one component (such as area) compensating for
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decreases in another (such as integrity), if not designed carefully. Priority should be given to
selecting and further developing metrics that can be clearly interpreted in terms of ecosystem
change towards collapse, even if coverage is currently incomplete.
Our review revealed a trade-off between current data availability and relevance to ecosystem
change. Metrics that relate more directly to ecosystem function and collapse typically have shorter
time series and sub-global spatial coverage, noting that both of these can be grown over time. In
contrast, more generic metrics of composition, structure and threats/drivers of loss are currently
available, but with limited capacity to capture change ecosystem in function and risk of collapse, and
therefore also ecosystem resilience – a key part of the Zero Draft goal. Current limitations in data
coverage will be ameliorated in future; therefore we should take the opportunity to adopt the most
appropriate metrics for assessing progress against ecosystem goals, rather than relying on available
but inadequate metrics.
The RLE-based metrics are promising candidate metrics because, unlike almost all other metrics,
they were designed to measure progress towards ecosystem collapse, and therefore provide
information not available in the currently available suite of metrics. They are more general and
capable of measuring terrestrial, marine and freshwater ecosystems and performed well under
testing. In particular, the Ecosystem Health Index uniquely measures change in ecological processes
and functions using ecosystem-specific variables. These RLE-based metrics typify the trade-off
between ecosystem relevance and coverage; they currently have shorter time-series and sub-global
coverage, with global coverage of all ecosystems planned for 2025. In the interim, other established
metrics cover change in area in some ecosystem types (e.g. the Wetlands Extent Trends Index,
Global Mangrove Watch, Live Coral Cover and Trends in Primary Forest Extent).
Our review shows that rigorous testing and reporting of uncertainty is lacking for most metrics,
limiting our confidence in their ability to measure various threats, policy changes and accurately
reflect the state of biodiversity. Our review provides a conceptual framing for how the metrics are
related, and ways in which they might in theory support the implementation and monitoring of a
target. Quantitative analyses will be required to improve understanding of the strength, weaknesses
and relationships between the metrics. There are a range of approaches for doing so. Comparative
analysis such as correlations of maps for spatially explicit metrics, or of time-series in particular
locations, could reveal similarities and complementarities, including inconsistencies and impact of
biases in data, as well as potential temporal relationships between metrics. Simulations using
ecosystem models to project and analyse multiple metrics can allow controlled experimentation and
performance testing. While such approaches have been used extensively in fisheries science to
reveal limitations in metric design and performance given data bias (Branch et al. 2010; Fulton et al.
2005; Link et al. 2010), they have seen limited use in testing metrics for conservation and
sustainability (Collen and Nicholson 2014; Nicholson et al. 2012; Rowland et al. in review). Such
analyses must be the next stage in developing the set of metrics to support an effective ecosystem
target. Ensuring metrics are reliable is key to improve our capacity to synthesise global biodiversity
change to support monitoring and conserving ecosystems in global biodiversity agreements.
In summary, we recommend:
• A set of metrics are needed to support the post-2020 ecosystem goal and associated action
targets, because no single metric is capable of capturing the complexity of ecosystem change.
The set should be selected to ensure representation across the core ecosystems concepts of
collapse risk, change in area, and change in integrity, as well as drivers of loss (threat-based
metrics), and across the multiple attributes of integrity (composition, structure and function).
• Further research is needed to turn the assessment against the 20 criteria into guidelines or a
process to support the selection of a small set of metrics that can meaningfully support the post16
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2020 framework for ecosystems. We suggest that emphasis should be placed on criteria relating
to ecosystem relevance, especially for metrics of integrity, while ensuring broad coverage of
core concepts and attributes of ecosystems, based on the best available ecosystem science.
Current data availability should be the secondary criteria, provided there is a clear path to
improving coverage, as well as scientific rigour (including performance testing).
There are multiple integrity metrics that address composition; while composition is a clear
attribute of ecosystem integrity, many of the current metrics have unclear relationships with
ecosystem collapse. We caution against relying on the same or similar composition metrics for
the species goal (and associated action targets) to support ecosystem goals and targets. A more
diverse set of metrics is needed to provide the complete picture of biodiversity change required
to support the post-2020 framework.
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Appendices
Appendix 1. Criteria for assessing potential metrics [update]
1. Ecosystem relevance
Criteria
Clearly stated
objective/aim

Assessment guidelines
Y/N
Is the aim stated in key literature & what is it?

Direct measure of
ecosystem response,
threats, or hybrid

Specify whether metric measures threats/drivers of biodiversity loss (e.g. climate
change, land use), or ecosystem response (biological change) or a hybrid of the two
(e.g. biological change modelled as a response to threats, or multi-variable
composite index that combine both)

Relatable to a
collapse threshold

Y/N
Could a collapse threshold be applied to the metric without further research?
No if the metric is generic (highly aggregated or abstracted in a way that makes it
difficult to determine what value might constitute collapse or risk of collapse)
and/or would require a substantial amount of work to determine what an
appropriate threshold would be.
Yes if thresholds can/are directly applied, and it is clear what value of the metric
could be considered collapse.

Main element
measured

Does the metric relate to risk of collapse, area or integrity (incl. composition/
structure/ function)

Leading, coincident
or lagging relative to
key concepts
(collapse risk, area,
integrity)

Does the metric measure change in element/concept directly (coincident), or does
it measure parts of the ecosystem likely to change before the headline (leading), or
is it likely to change afterwards (lagging)? Objective is to determine whether
metrics are direct measures (coincident), or better used for predicting change
(leading) or evaluating outcomes post intervention (lagging).
The likely sequence of change in elements was defined as:
Change in threat levels, followed by change in ecosystem integrity, followed by
change in ecosystem area, concluding with ecosystem collapse.
This is a hierarchical sequence where changes in integrity can emerge in the
absence of a change in area or collapse, but changes in area or collapse will always
be accompanied by, or occur at the same time as, changes to ecosystem integrity.

2. Data availability and quality
Criteria
Independent of
specific data
products & models

Assessment guidelines
Y/N
Is it possible & likely for stakeholders to calculate independently & using their own
data?

Global coverage

Y/N
Is the metric is currently calculable at a global scale, or is clearly planned (see
individual assessment for detail)
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Taxa

What taxa are measured by this metric? Relates to scope rather than completeness
of data.

Realm

Marine, terrestrial or freshwater

Spatial scalability

Y/N
Can it be disaggregated, and to what level? Does it consider landscape or wider
population processes or viability?

Empirical?

Y/N
Yes refers to any metrics that primarily use empirical data but might use models to
interpolate missing values of the same variable (e.g. the Living Planet Index) or
assign categorical classifications to represent the underlying data (e.g. remotely
sensed metrics like Trends in Tree Cover).
No refers to metrics that use one variable to model the value of a different variable
(e.g. predicting abundance or compositional turnover from land use or other
threats, e.g. the Biodiversity Intactness Index).
How frequently are time points calculated? If there are global and sub-global
versions, specify frequency of global version.

Frequency (annual)

3. Clarity of approach and aims
Criteria
Transparent

Reproducible

Is uncertainty
represented
Adopted in global
policy documents
Related to other
metrics

Assessment guidelines
Y/N
Are methods published and clear (if clear but not published, assess as 'partly')?
Metrics too new to have publicly accessible publications should still be assigned an
N.
Y/N
Are code and data shared and accessible?
Y/N
When metric values are presented (in publications, reports or websites), are they
accompanied by measures of uncertainty or variation (e.g. confidence intervals
etc.)?
Y/N
Used in BIP/SDG/CBD/GBO/IPBES documentation or reports? Yes if in at least one
Y/N
Is it related to any other metrics assessed in this report, in terms of objective,
underlying data or approach? How are they similar or different? This isn’t aiming to
quantify redundancy, just describe similarities, differences and complementarities.

4. Metric performance and testing
Criteria
Responsiveness

Assessment guidelines
Y/N
Has magnitude and speed of response to policy change been tested?
Yes if tested either by author of key reference, or independently by others at least
once.
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Reliability &
sensitivity

Specificity

Y/N
Has the metric been tested for how accurately it reflects change in the underlying
biodiversity component of interest? This can include validation and groundtruthing, testing for robustness against data bias and noise (e.g. seasonal
variation), measurement errors etc.
Yes if tested either by author of key reference, or independently by others at least
once.
Y/N
Has the metric’s response to single or multiple threats/drivers been tested to
determine whether it is known, predictable and distinguishable from the impacts
of other threats?
Yes if tested either by author of key reference, or independently by others at least
once.
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Appendix 2. Review results: summary table
See attached Excel Spreadsheet (Appendix2_Summary_tables).
Appendix 3. Review results: individual metric assessments
See attached pdf.
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Biodiversity Habitat Index (BHI)
Assessor: Simone Stevenson
Summary
The Biodiversity Habitat Index (BHI) is a terrestrial metric that estimates loss of diversity in species
assemblages (community composition) as a result of land use change, with the objective of predicting
species persistence in the landscape. The BHI is an output of CSIRO’s BILBI modelling framework, using
generalised dissimilarity modelling to estimate undisturbed community composition, the loss of which is
estimated through models of species response to land use over time. The BHI can be calculated globally
down to a resolution of 1km2. It is calculated every five years between 2000 and 2010, then annually from
2010 onwards, with a total of 7 time points.
Website
https://www.bipindicators.net/indicators/biodiversity-habitat-index
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated
objective/aim
Direct measure of
ecosystem response,
threats, or hybrid
Relatable to a collapse
threshold
Main element measured:
risk of collapse, area or
integrity (incl.
composition/ structure/
function)
Leading/coincident/laggi
ng relative loss of area;
loss of function; collapse

Related to other metrics
Adopted in global policy
documents

Yes – Translate the observed spatial distribution of habitat loss and
degradation into expected impacts on retention of terrestrial biodiversity
(BIP website).
Hybrid – models change in ecosystem response based on change in land use.
No – it is unclear what level of change in the BHI would correspond to an
ecosystem shifting into a collapsed state.
Integrity – composition (threats)
Specifically, the primary function of the BHI is to measure integrity of
composition, because its response component models changes in
community assemblages over time.
It has a secondary function of measuring threats because it also incorporates
change in land use to imply change in habitat cover and connectivity.
Threat – coincident because it is capturing the effects of land use change (i.e.
the threat)
Integrity/function – coincident because it is measuring change in ecosystem
integrity
Area – leading because the metric is likely to change (capturing declines in
integrity) before a loss in area (but theoretically it would be coincident if
declines in integrity occur at the same time as loss of area)
Collapse – leading because the metric is likely to change (capturing declines
in integrity) before the ecosystem collapses
Yes – The Biodiversity Intactness Index is essentially the habitat degradation
component of the BHI. The two provide complementary information of local
and regional diversity.
BIP – Yes
SDG – No
CBD – Yes (Decision XIII/28 Indicators for the Strategic Plan for Biodiversity
2011-2020 and the Aichi Biodiversity Targets)
GBO – No
IPBES – Yes

Scope, data availability
and quality
Independent of specific
data & models
Coverage (taxonomic,
realm,
country/continent)
Scalable spatially

Empirical/observable
data versus modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference
points
Clarity of approach and
aims
Transparent

Reproducible
Is uncertainty
represented
Has metric behaviour/
performance been
tested?
Responsiveness
Reliability/sensitivity
Specificity

No – Relies on CSIRO’s BILBI framework. Theoretically there is potential to
develop versions that can be calculated by countries themselves, but not
currently possible and is unlikely.
Currently available globally for all bio-realms, and calculated separately for
invertebrates, vertebrates and vascular plants.
Yes – It can theoretically be calculated at different geographic units down to
a cell of 1 km2, but is currently only calculated by country as smallest
geographic unit (country level scores can be accessed via BIP dashboard
https://bipdashboard.natureserve.org/bip/map.html?ind=BiodiversityHabita
tIndex). Initially only calculated for forest biomes using the Hansen et al.
(2013) tree cover data, but since have developed land use classes (Hoskins et
al. 2016) and habitat condition scores (similar to PREDICTs), and
subsequently BHI scores, for all 61 WWF bio-realms.
Modelled
Every five years from 2000 to 2010, then annual every year from 2010.
There are 7 time points, with 2000 as the year of baseline comparison.

Partly – There is publication specifically detailing the BHI and its methods.
Allnutt et al (2008) calculate the metric for Madagascar, but do not refer to
this as the BHI. Hoskins (2019, Biorxiv) describes the broader dataset and
modelling process (the BILBI framework) and how it is applied to calculate
the BHI among other metrics, but this is not published (but is cited in the
IPBES assessment).
No – no code or datasets are publicly available.
No – The metric values reported do not capture uncertainty.

No
No
No

References
Allnutt T, et al. 2008. A method for quantifying biodiversity loss and its application to a 50-year record of
deforestation across Madagascar. Conservation Letters 1:173 - 181.
Hoskins AJ, Harwood TD, Ware C, Williams KJ, Perry JJ, Ota N, Croft JR, Yeates DK, Jetz W, Golebiewski M.
2019. Supporting global biodiversity assessment through high-resolution macroecological modelling:
Methodological underpinnings of the BILBI framework. BioRxiv:309377.

Biodiversity Intactness Index (BII)
Assessor: Simone Stevenson
Summary
The Biodiversity Intactness Index (BII) (modelled version) is a terrestrial metric that estimates change in
average local species abundance and richness over time, relative to an undisturbed baseline. The change
in abundance/richness is modelled as a response to land use change as an output of the PREDICTS
biodiversity model. It can be calculated globally down to a resolution of 1km2. The global scale BII is now
calculated annually and has 49 time points dating back to 1970. The original non-modelled version of the
BII could also be calculated using expert opinion, however this evaluation refers specifically to the
modelled version.
Website
https://www.predicts.org.uk/pages/policy.html
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated
objective/aim
Direct measure of
ecosystem response,
threats, or hybrid
Relatable to a collapse
threshold

Yes – The BII estimates how much of a terrestrial site’s original biodiversity
remains in the face of human land use and related pressures.
Hybrid – models ecosystem response to land use change.

No – a relative ‘safe’ threshold of 10% loss (derived from the Planetary
Boundaries framework (Newbold 2016)) has been used for the BII, but this
does not relate directly to ecosystem collapse.
Main element measured:
Integrity – composition (threats)
risk of collapse, area or
Specifically, the primary function of the BII is to measure integrity of
integrity (incl.
composition, because its response component models changes in diversitycomposition/ structure/
weighted species population abundance.
function)
It has a secondary function of measuring threats because it also incorporates
change in land use to imply change in habitat cover and connectivity.
Leading/coincident/lagging Threat – coincident because it is capturing the effects of land use change (i.e.
relative to loss of area; loss the threat)
of function; collapse
Integrity/function – coincident because it is measuring change in ecosystem
integrity
Area – leading because the metric is likely to change (capturing declines in
integrity) before a loss in area (but theoretically it would be coincident if
declines in integrity occur at the same time as loss of area)
Collapse – leading because the metric is likely to change (capturing declines in
integrity) before the ecosystem collapses
Related to other metrics
Yes – The Biodiversity Intactness Index is essentially the habitat degradation
component of the BHI. The two provide complementary information of local
and regional diversity. The BII calculated for species abundance (rather than
species richness) is similar to Mean Species Abundance (measuring current
abundance relative to undisturbed abundance), but the BII gives more weight
to species rich areas, while the MSA weights all cells equally (Alkemade et al
2009, Purvis et al 2018).
Adopted in global policy
BIP – Yes
documents
SDG – No
CBD – Yes
GBO – No

IPBES – Yes
Scope, data availability &
quality
Independent of specific
data & models
Coverage (taxonomic,
realm, country/continent)

Scalable spatially

Empirical/observable data
versus modelled
Frequency

Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points
Clarity of approach and
aims
Transparent

Reproducible
Is uncertainty represented

Has metric behaviour/
performance been tested?
Responsiveness
Reliability/sensitivity

No – the BII relies on the PREDICTS database and models.
Currently available for terrestrial systems globally.
Taxonomic – Reported as a single value that encompasses responses from a
broad range of groups including: vertebrates, arthropods, plants, fungi, ‘other
animals’ (mollusca, nematoda, anellida). Mammals, birds and plants best
represented (~ 10% of described species) (Hudson et al 2017). It is possible to
disaggregate the BII by taxa.
The non-modelled version has been calculated using expert opinion rather
than modelled species responses (see Scholes & Biggs, 2005).
Yes – it can be calculated from 1km2 resolution up to global scale and is
currently reported at country and global level. It can be disaggregated by
biome; it has been calculated for each biome for 2005, and tropical forests
annually from 2000 (De Palma et al 2019). The next update is expected to
extend to all other biomes as well.
Modelled.
The BII is calculated globally every five years from 1970 to 2000, then
annually every year from 2010. The BII for tropical forests is calculated
annually from 2000.
Globally – 49 years starting in 1970.
Tropical forests – 19 years starting in 2000.

Yes – The original concept was published by Scholes et al (2005), the
modelled version was published by Newbold et al (2016), and the PREDICTs
database methodology published by Hudson et al (2014), and a more recent
version released (Hudson et al 2017). A detailed description of methods and
issues is published in Purvis et al (2018). The most recent version of the BII
which includes change over time version is on Biorxiv (De Palma et al. 2019).
Yes – PREDICTs database is open source and code available on github.
Yes – Uncertainty is represented as 95% confidence intervals in Newbold et al
(2016) and Newbold et al (2015). Uncertainty is not included with the values
provided on BIP, but De Palma et al (2019) acknowledge the need and
possibility for parameter uncertainty to be represented as upper and lower
bounds on trends and estimates.

No
Yes – There have been two critiques/tests of the original, non-modelled
version of the BII developed by Scholes and Biggs (2005). Faith et al (2008)
published a critique of the BII, demonstrating that the metric value can still
rise (indicating an improvement) even if species are lost, if the remaining
species increase sufficiently in abundance (Purvis et al 2008). Rouget et al
(2006) showed that using finer scaled land use data results in worse BII values

than when using the coarser data used by Scholes and Biggs (2005) to
estimate BII in southern Africa. In addition, Hui et al. (2008) published a
method and results for assigning confidence intervals to the original nonmodelled version of the BII.

Specificity

The new modelled version of the BII, using the PREDICTs database and
models, is considered to have resolved these problems (Purvis et al 2018).
Martin et al (2019) investigate the new modelled BII (Newbold et al 2016),
claiming that the coefficients and baseline estimates have results in an
underestimation of biodiversity loss. They illustrate this via a comparison to
the Biomass Intactness Index (a measure of vegetation biomass) and Human
Footprint Index (a measure of human pressures) and highlighting locations
where the BII contradicts known loss/retention of biodiversity, including
biodiversity hotspots. A response by Newbold et al (2019) pointed out that
the latest update of the PREDICTs database (Hudson et al, 2017) have
improved the baseline values, and finer resolution land use classes have
improved modelling, finding more severe biodiversity loss than estimated
originally.
No
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Beyer Intactness Metric (BIM)
Assessor: K Watermeyer & C Sato
Summary
Ecoregional Intactness is a measure of habitat intactness incorporating habitat loss, quality and
fragmentation resulting from anthropogenic disturbances, relative to some theoretical undisturbed
reference state. Global version is based on Human Footprint layers for two timepoints in 1993 and 2009, as
well as spatial ecoregion data from 2017 available from https://ecoregions2017.appspot.com. The metric is
recently developed and not included in global policy docs; limited reliability analyses have been
undertaken.
Website
N/A
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated objective/aim
Direct measure of ecosystem
response, threats, or hybrid
Relatable to a collapse threshold
Primarily goal element measured:
risk of collapse, area or integrity
(incl. composition/ structure/
function)
Leading/coincident/lagging relative
to loss of area; loss of function;
collapse

Related to other metrics

Adopted in global policy documents

Scope, data availability and
quality
Independent of specific data &
models

Yes – to capture habitat loss, quality and fragmentation effects
within a measure of intactness
Response – designed to measure intactness by combining habitat
loss, quality and fragmentation measures.
No – it is unclear what level of change in intactness would
correspond to an ecosystem shifting into a collapsed state.
Integrity: structure (threat) – intactness relates to integrity;
fragmentation and habitat loss make measuring structure it’s
primary function; relates secondarily to threat via the Human
Footprint maps used as a proxy for habitat quality as input.
Threat – lagging because it is capturing the impacts of pressures
Integrity/function – coincident because it is measuring change in
ecosystem integrity
Area – coincident because it incorporates change in habitat
quality, related to area, & fragmentation.
Collapse – leading because the metric is likely to change
(capturing declines in integrity) before the ecosystem collapses
Yes – The Biodiversity Intactness Index also aims to measure
intactness; the Human Footprint pressure maps were used to
calculate this index. Machado (2004) also describes an index of
‘naturalness’ – a qualitative measure of intactness (from their
sup matt). Beyer et al. state it could replace habitat area metrics,
so therefore to all others.
BIP – No
SDG – No
CBD – No
GBO – No
IPBES – No

Yes – currently calculated from global Human Footprint layers
developed for 1992 & 2009, as a proxy for habitat quality, and
spatial ecoregion data developed for 2017. However, it is

Coverage (taxonomic, realm,
country/continent)
Scalable spatially
Empirical/observable data versus
modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and baseline/
reference points
Clarity of approach
Transparent
Reproducible
Is uncertainty represented
Has metric behaviour/
performance been tested?
Responsiveness
Reliability/sensitivity

Specificity

possible to calculate using any relative measure of habitat quality
among cells: can be calculated nationally/ regionally using local
data, but not currently attempted.
Currently available globally for terrestrial systems.
Yes – It can theoretically be calculated at different geographic
units using any relative measure of habitat quality among cells;
Based on Human Footprint maps, which rely on empirical data
(remotely sensed and survey) – theoretically can use any
measure of habitat quality though.
Globally assessed twice, based on Human Footprint assessments.
Two timepoints (1993 and 2009)

Yes – methods for the index are published in Beyer et al. (2019),
as are methods for the Human Footprint maps used as inputs
(Venter et al. 2016)
Yes – data (but not code) are publicly available
No – The metric values reported do not capture uncertainty.

No
Partly – compared the index with mean Human Footprint index
to investigate the impact of combining additional elements
fragmentation and loss of quality (i.e. does the metric provide
additional info to habitat loss alone), which showed the greatest
difference at intermediate levels of habitat loss.
No
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Continuous Global Mangrove Forest Cover for the 21st Century
Assessor: Jess Rowland
Summary
The Continuous Global Mangrove Forest Cover for the 21st Century (CGMFC-21) metric aims to
capture annual change global mangrove canopy cover of mangroves from local to global scales. The
metric maps the area of mangroves and reports the likely mangrove coverage (%) at the minimum
mapping unit, rather than simply presence/ absence (Hamilton et al. 2016). It uses the Global Forest
Change database (Hansen et al. 2013) and can be spatially scaled to annually assess mangroves from
1 km2 up to global scale. The methods and results are published, and the data are publicly available
online. The accuracy of the mangrove map has been tested and the metric calculated based on two
mangrove classification systems.
Website
http://faculty.salisbury.edu/~sehamilton/mangroves/
https://www.bipindicators.net/indicators/cgmfc-21-continuous-global-mangrove-forest-cover-forthe-21st-century
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated
objective/aim
Direct measure of
ecosystem response,
threats, or hybrid
Relatable to a collapse
threshold
Main element measured:
risk of collapse, area or
integrity (incl.
composition/ structure/
function)
Leading/coincident/lagging
relative to collapse risk,
interity, area

Yes – “To provide high-resolution local, regional, national and global
estimates of annual mangrove forest area with the goal of driving
mangrove research questions ... that have been impeded until now by a
lack of suitable data.” (Hamilton & Casey 2016).
Direct measure of ecosystem response.
Yes – change in area and percentage mangrove cover (degradation) had
been directly linked to the risk of ecosystem collapse.
Integrity – structure
The metric measures change in the percentage cover of mangroves in
areas where mangroves are presence, rather than just measuring total
area through presence/absence mapping.
Threats – Lagging because the metric only changes after threats have
occurred
Integrity/function – coincident as the metric aims to capture
degradation
Area – coincident because the metric captures changes in area

Related to other metrics

Collapse – leading because the metric is likely to change before the
ecosystem collapses
Yes – it is related to the other area-based metrics (such as the
Ecosystem Area Index, trends in tree cover, forest cover change and
WET index) as it measures change in ecosystem area, but
complementary as it provides information on mangroves specifically. It
is related to the Global Mangrove Watch (GMW) metric as both monitor
change in mangrove cover, but the CGMFC-21 aims to map percentage
of mangrove tree cover, not just presence-absence (like the GMW) to

Adopted in global policy
documents

Scope, data availability &
quality
Independent of specific
data & models
Coverage (realm,
country/continent)
Scalable spatially
Empirical/observable
versus modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points
Clarity of approach
Transparent
Reproducible
Is uncertainty represented
Has metric behaviour/
performance been
tested?
Responsiveness
Reliability/sensitivity

Specificity

capture degradation. It is related to Trends in Tree Cover as both use
the Hansen et al. (2013) dataset.
BIP – Yes
GBO4 – No
IPBES – No
SDG – No
CBD - No

No – The metric uses data synthesized from Global Forest Change
database (Hansen et al. 2013), the Terrestrial Ecoregions of the World
database and the Mangrove Forests of the World database.
Available globally for 99% of all mangroves.
Yes – data are 30 m2 resolution and are scalable for anything larger than
1 km2 up to global scale.
Empirical data
Annual (time-series data every 3-5 years and interpolated)
Currently annually for 2000 to 2012, and projections for 2013 and 2014,
with 2000 as the baseline year.

Yes – The methods and results are published (Hamilton & Casey 2016).
Yes – The data are publicly available
(http://faculty.salisbury.edu/~sehamilton/mangroves/)
No

No
Yes – Hamilton & Casey (2016) compared their collated dataset/map of
mangroves with the USGS National Land Cover Dataset (NLCD) to
determine whether their data are an accurate and representative
depiction of continuous mangrove cover, and it performed well. They
may have compared the estimates of mangrove decline in all
mangroves defined based on those in the Mangrove Forests of the
World (MFW) Landsat-based mangrove database and those mangroves
defined as part of the Mangrove Biome (stricter definition).
No
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Coral Reef Watch (CRW)
Assessor: Kate Watermeyer
Summary
The NOAA Coral Reef Watch (CRW) program monitors current coral reef environmental conditions
(SST) to identify areas at high risk or thermal stress or bleaching events, including a modelled
predicted likelihood of bleaching. Derived from remotely sensed sea surface temperature (SST) data,
available bi-weekly from reef to global scale (Liu et al., 2006).
Website
https://coralreefwatch.noaa.gov/satellite/index.php
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated objective/aim

Yes – “to provide early warnings and long-term
monitoring for both U.S. and global coral reef
ecosystems” (Liu et al., 2006) by using near-real-time,
web- accessible, satellite-derived sea surface
temperature (SST) products to monitor conditions
conducive to coral bleaching from thermal stress around
the globe.
Direct measure of ecosystem response Measure of threat – “monitor conditions conducive to
versus measuring threats? Or
coral bleaching from thermal stress” (Liu et al., 2006).
a hybrid
Relatable to a collapse threshold
Yes – SST is strongly related to thermal stress and coral
bleaching events, leading to coral death and ecosystem
collapse.
Main element measured: risk of
Integrity – threats
collapse, area or integrity (incl.
The primary function is to identify areas at risk of thermal
composition/ structure/ function)
stress or bleaching
Leading/coincident/lagging relative to Threat – coincident because it is measuring the threat of
loss of area; loss of function; collapse coral bleaching
Integrity/function – leading because the metric is likely to
change before a loss in integrity caused by coral
bleaching
Area – leading because the metric is likely to change
before a loss in area caused by coral bleaching
Collapse – leading because the metric is likely to change
(capturing declines in integrity/area) before the whole
ecosystem collapse
Related to other metrics
Yes – the CRW watch is the threat measure to coral reefs,
and is thus related to ‘Live Coral Cover’ metric that
captures change in coral cover.
https://www.bipindicators.net/indicators/live-coralcover
Adopted in global policy documents
BIP – No, uses a response measure ‘Live Coral Cover’
GBO4 – No, uses red list for coral reefs
IPBES – No
SDG – No
Scope, data availability & quality

Independent of specific data &
models
Coverage (realm, country/continent)
Scalable spatially
Empirical/observable versus
modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and baseline/
reference points
Clarity of approach
Transparency
Reproducible
Is uncertainty represented
Has metric behaviour/performance
been tested?
Responsiveness
Reliability/sensitivity

Specificity

No – the CRW relies on satellite data and predictive
models, which are provided at
https://coralreefwatch.noaa.gov/satellite/index.php
Available globally for all coral reefs.
Yes – data are 0.05-degree resolution, and scalable from
reef/near-reef scale to global
Empirical remote-sensed data
Bi-weekly (derived from daily SST estimates)
32 years of data (1985 – 2017)

Yes – the methods and data are published
Yes – data and code (from Ainsworth et al. 2016) are
available at
https://coralreefwatch.noaa.gov/satellite/index.php
Yes – Maximum, Minimum and Mean values are
supplied.

Yes – the relationship between SST and coral
bleaching/health via coral thermal tolerances is well
established (see refs in Liu et al., 2006 intro)
Yes – The Degree Heating Weeks (DHW) product is
correlated with field measurements, and locations of
reported bleaching events can be overlayed with CRW
hotspots and DHW maps (Liu et al., 2006)
Yes – the relationship between SST and coral
bleaching/health via coral thermal tolerances is well
established (see refs in Liu et al., 2006 intro)
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Ecosystem Area Index (EAI)
Assessor: Jess Rowland
Summary
The Ecosystem Area Index (EAI) uses data from the IUCN Red List of Ecosystems to measure changes
in ecosystem area over standardised timeframes (Rowland et al. 2019). The output of the EAI is the
geometric mean proportion of the ecosystem area remaining at a given timepoint relative to the
area in a baseline year. The EAI can be calculated for marine, terrestrial and freshwater ecosystems
and is scalable from single ecosystem, to national to global. The EAI is currently available (or may
already be calculated) for subset of countries/regions, with the goal of all terrestrial ecosystems to
be included by 2023. The index has undergone some testing for sensitivity and responsiveness and
has been proposed for BIP. It provides complementary information to other area-based metrics as it
is used for all ecosystem types and explicitly incorporates progress towards ecosystem collapse.
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated
objective/aim
Direct measure of
ecosystem response,
threats, or hybrid
Relatable to a collapse
threshold
Main element measured:
risk of collapse, area or
integrity (incl. composition/
structure/ function)
Leading/coincident/lagging
relative to loss of area,
integrity or collapse

Related to other metrics

Adopted in global policy
documents

Scope, data availability &
quality
Independent of specific
data & models

Yes – To measure trends in changes in ecosystem area towards or away from
ecosystem collapse (Rowland et al., 2019).
Direct measure of ecosystem response
Yes - the metric directly incorporates progress towards an ecosystem specific
area-based collapse threshold.
Headline: Area
The EAI directly measures change in ecosystem area over time.
Threats – Lagging because the metric only changes after threats have
occurred
Integrity/function – Lagging because the metric is likely to change at the same
time or after declines in integrity have occurred (theoretically it would be
coincident if declines in integrity occur at the same time as loss of area).
Area – Coincident because the metric captures changes in area
Collapse – Leading because the metric is likely to change (capturing declines in
area) before the ecosystem collapses
Yes – it is related to the other area-based metrics (such as the Wetland Extent
Trends Index, forest cover change and mangrove watch) as it measures
change in ecosystem area, but it provides complementary information as it
measures progress towards collapse which may occur before all ecosystem
area is lost. It is also related to the Red List Index of ecosystems and the
Ecosystem Health Index as it is based on the Red List of Ecosystems data.
BIP – No (proposal submitted)
SDG – No
CBD – No
GBO – No
IPBES – No

Yes – it can be calculated based on the RLE database website (once launched)
but may also be calculated nationally or locally using any available
assessments.

Coverage (taxonomic,
realm, country/continent)
Scalable spatially
Empirical/observable
versus modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points
Clarity of approach
Transparent
Reproducible
Is uncertainty represented
Has metric behaviour/
performance been tested?
Responsiveness

Reliability/sensitivity

Specificity

Applicable to all realms globally. Currently calculated nationally for South
Africa and Colombia, and for the forests of the Americas. Could currently be
calculated for many countries with national RLEs already available, and
globally using available datasets in the near future.
Yes – scalable from single ecosystem, to national or global scales.
Empirical and/or modelled data
Variable
Currently available as a single timepoint for the index covering change over
the past 50 years and past 250 years, but it may be calculated for multiple
years once timeseries data are available.
Yes – The methods for the metric have been published in Rowland et
al., (2019).
Yes – Code to calculate the metric is provided at GitHub
https://github.com/red-list-ecosystem
Yes – Variability in the underlying data (variability among risk categories
among ecosystems) as current index uses the full complement of ecosystems
of interest. Uncertainty in trend may be calculated.

Yes – The EAI been tested for responsiveness to the impacts of fishing, mass
bleaching and hurricanes using a stochastic ecosystem simulation model of a
coral reef (Rowland et al., in review). The EAI responded rapidly to the onset
of high intensity threats but was slower to detect ecosystem changes when
threat levels were low. Overall, the rate and magnitude of decline after the
onset of threats was lower in the EAI than the Ecosystem Health Index.
Responsiveness was affected by the type of threat – the EAI was highly
responsive to changes in the threat level of bleaching, but unresponsive to
changes in fishing pressure. The frequency of EAI calculation affected the
responsiveness to changes in bleaching threat, with more frequent calculation
allowing for more rapid detection of changes; 5-yearly intervals provided the
most informative trends.
Yes – The EAI been tested for sensitivity to the impacts of fishing, mass
bleaching and hurricanes using a stochastic ecosystem simulation model of a
coral reef (Rowland et al., in review). The EAI was sensitive to threats, with
the metric having lower values under high threat levels. The sensitivity varied
among primary threats – the EAI was insensitive to changes in fishing pressure
but was highly sensitive to changes in intensity of mass bleaching. The scale of
ecosystem classification (finer vs. Broader scale) affected the sensitivity, with
the metric calculated for broader scale ecosystems (e.g., larger size) tending
to decline slower.
No
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Ecosystem Health Index (EHI)
Assessor: Jess Rowland
Summary
The Ecosystem Health Index (EHI) uses data from the IUCN Red List of Ecosystems to measure
changes in ecosystem health over standardised timeframes (Rowland et al. 2019). The EHI measures
change over time in environmental conditions and biotic processes/interactions. It uses relative
severity of change in ecosystem-specific variables and extent of the ecosystem affected to quantify
transitions towards or away from ecosystem collapse. The index represents the geometric mean of
the relative value of decline. The EHI can be calculated for marine, terrestrial and freshwater
ecosystems and is scalable from single ecosystem, to national to global. The EHI is currently available
(or may already be calculated) for subset of countries/regions, with the goal of all terrestrial
ecosystems to be included by 2023. The index is scalable from single ecosystem, to national to
global. The index has undergone some testing for sensitivity and responsiveness and has been
proposed for BIP. It provides complementary information to other health/function-based metrics as
it is used for all ecosystem types and explicitly incorporates progress towards ecosystem collapse
using ecological variables that represent key ecosystem features, processes or functional
components that are critical to the health of the system.
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated objective/aim
Direct measure of ecosystem
response versus measuring
threats, or hybrid
Relatable to a collapse
threshold
Main element measured: risk
of collapse, area or integrity
(incl. composition/ structure/
function)
Leading/coincident/lagging
relative to loss of area,
integrity or collapse

Related to other metrics

Yes – To measures temporal changes in environmental conditions and
biotic processes/interactions to quantify transitions towards or away from
ecosystem collapse (Rowland et al., 2019).
Direct measure of ecosystem response
Yes – the metric directly incorporates progress towards an ecosystem
specific collapse threshold based on ecosystem-specific ecological
variables.
Headline: Integrity – function (composition/structure)
The EHI is calculated using ecosystem-specific ecological variables that
capture key changes in an ecosystem towards or away from collapse.
These variables may capture aspects relating to ecosystem function,
structure or composition, but only the latter two if they directly relate to
ecosystem function.
Threats – Lagging because the metric only changes after threats have
occurred
Integrity/function – coincident because the metric captures change in
ecosystem integrity
Area – leading because the metric is likely to change (capturing declines in
integrity) before the ecosystem declines in area (but theoretically could be
coincident)
Collapse – leading because the metric is likely to change (capturing
declines in integrity) before the ecosystem collapses
Yes – it provides complementary information to other integrity/functionbased metrics as it measures progress towards collapse using ecosystemspecific ecological variables. It is also related to the Red List Index of
ecosystems and the Ecosystem Health Index as it is based on the Red List
of Ecosystems data. The EHI is related to the Vegetation Health Index

Adopted in global policy
documents

Scope, data availability &
quality
Independent of specific data &
models
Coverage (taxonomic, realm,
country/continent)
Scalable spatially
Empirical/observable versus
modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points
Clarity of approach
Transparent
Reproducible
Is uncertainty represented
Has metric
behaviour/performance been
tested?
Responsiveness

(VHI) as both metrics aim to capture degradation of ecosystem. The VHI
specifically focuses on changes in NDVI and temperature for terrestrial
ecosystems, whereas the Ecosystem Health Index measures degradation
of any marine/terrestrial/freshwater ecosystem using ecosystem specific
ecological variables.
BIP – No (proposal submitted)
SDG – No
CBD – No
GBO – No
IPBES – No

Yes – it can be calculated based on the RLE
database website (once launched) but may also
be calculated nationally or locally using any
available assessments.
Applicable to all realms globally. Currently calculated nationally for South
Africa and Colombia, and for the forests of the Americas. Could currently
be calculated for many countries with national RLEs already available, and
globally using available datasets in the near future
Yes – scalable from single ecosystem, to national or global scales.
Empirical and/or modelled data
Variable
Currently single time point for the index covering change over the past 50
years and past 250 years, but it may be calculated for multiple years if the
timeseries data are available.
Yes – The methods for the metric have been published in Rowland et
al., (2019)
Yes – Code to calculate the metric are provided at GitHub
https://github.com/red-list-ecosystem
Yes – Variability in the underlying data (variability among risk categories
among ecosystems) as current index uses the full complement of
ecosystems of interest. Uncertainty in trend may be calculated.

Yes – The EHI been tested for responsiveness to the impacts of fishing,
mass bleaching and hurricanes using a stochastic ecosystem simulation
model of a coral reef (Rowland et al., in review). The EHI responded
rapidly to the onset of threats. Overall, the rate and magnitude of decline
after the onset of threats was higher in the EHI than the Ecosystem Area
Index. Responsiveness was affected by the type of threat – the EHI was
highly responsive to changes in the threat level of bleaching, but
unresponsive to changes in fishing pressure. The frequency of EHI
calculation affected the responsiveness to changes in bleaching threat,
with more frequent calculation allowing for more rapid detection of
changes; 5-yearly intervals provided the most informative trends.

Reliability/sensitivity

Specificity

Yes – The EHI been tested for sensitivity to the impacts of fishing, mass
bleaching and hurricanes using a stochastic ecosystem simulation model
of a coral reef (Rowland et al., in review). The EHI was sensitive to threats,
with the metric having lower values under high threat levels. The
sensitivity varied among primary threats – the EHI was insensitive to
changes in fishing pressure but was highly sensitive to changes in intensity
of mass bleaching. The scale of ecosystem classification (finer vs. Broader
scale) affected the sensitivity, with the metric calculated for broader scale
ecosystems (e.g., larger size) tending to decline slower. The EHI’s
sensitivity was affected by the ecological variables used in their
calculation, and this interacted with which threats were dominant.
No
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Forest area as a proportion of total land area (FAO)
Assessor: Simone Stevenson
Summary
Forest area as a proportion of land area is a terrestrial metric that measures the total area of land under
forest use (which can include both conservation and timber production purposes), relative to total land
area. It is calculated from individual country Forest Resource Assessment reports submitted to the FAO,
and can be aggregated to regional and global scales. There are five time points, calculated from the FRAs
which are done every five years.
Website
http://www.fao.org/sustainable-development-goals/indicators/1511/en/
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated objective/aim

Direct measure of ecosystem
response versus measuring
threats? Or a hybrid
Collapse threshold (mostly for
integrity metrics)
Main element measured: risk of
collapse, area or integrity (incl.
composition/ structure/
function)
Leading/coincident/lagging
relative to loss of area; loss of
function; collapse

Yes – The FAO “monitors the world ś forests and their
management and uses” (FAO, 2015) and “identifying
unsustainable practices in the forest and agriculture sectors.
The indicator will measure progress towards SDG Target
15.1.” (FAO, 2016). As with the trends in tree cover metric,
worth noting that the objective of this metric is not to
measure change in conservation value forest or deforestation.
This metric also includes changes resulting from plantations
and agriculture, and so theoretically, could show no net
change, even if entire natural habitats are replaced with
plantations, for example (Keenan et al 2015).
Hybrid – Measures change in land use, which combines
ecosystem response (e.g., loss of primary forest) with land
clearing and forestry activities, including harvest and
replanting of plantations.
No – it is unclear what level of change in the FAO would
correspond to an ecosystem shifting into a collapsed state
because the metric considers natural forest and some
plantations as interchangeable.
Area
Forest area as a proportion of land area measures change in
area of land under any forestry use (which could be anything
from conservation, logging etc). This is not necessarily
synonymous with change in area of forest ecosystems.
NA - The combination of change in area due to forestry
practices and change to area of natural ecosystems may mean
that any preventative or retrospective functions it could
perform relative to change in ecosystem attributes are
obscured. For example, it could show no change, or even
increasing forest area, regardless of whether entire
ecosystems had disappeared, degraded or collapsed.
Threat – NA
Integrity/function – NA
Area – NA
Collapse – NA

If this metric was evaluated against this criterion it would
require an assumption that change in forest area (regardless
of whether it is natural or plantation) is equivalent to change
in area of forested ecosystems (which may not be supported
by evidence eg Keenan et al 2015, Green et al 2019). Under
this assumption, then the outcome would be:

Is it related to other metrics?

Threats – Lagging because the metric only changes after
threats have occurred
Integrity/function – Lagging because the metric is likely to
change at the same time or after declines in integrity have
occurred (theoretically it would be coincident if declines in
integrity occur at the same time as loss of area).
Area – Coincident because the metric captures changes in
area.
Collapse – Leading because the metric is likely to change
(capturing declines in area) before the ecosystem collapses.
Yes – appears to be some confusion between Forest area as a
proportion of total land area, calculated using FAO national
forest resource assessments, and the ‘Trends in tree cover’
metric calculated using remote sensing data.
The CBD COP 13 2016 Decision XIII27 lists ‘trends in tree
cover’ and ‘forest as a proportion of total land area’ as two
different metrics, and the IPBES assessment refers to them as
‘trends in tree cover’ and ‘forest extent’ respectively. Some
other publications and reports however, just interpret both as
different data sources or methods for measuring change in
forest area (e.g., Leadley GBO 4 2014, Keenan et al 2015).

Is it in BIP, or SDG or CDB
document (GBO) as a potential
indicator? (Public
Interpretability
Engaging)
Data availability and quality
Independent
Coverage (taxonomic, realm,
country/continent) - potential
and current application

Primary difference between the two is that forest trends
based on the Hansen dataset are remote sensed, and the aim
is only to detect tree cover change, while FRA assessments are
based on land use (e.g., temporarily cleared plantations are
still considered ‘forest’, while trees grown for
food/agricultural purposes are not considered forest by the
FAO, whereas the Hansen method would consider the first as
not forest, and the second as forest) (Keenan et al 2015).
BIP – Yes
SDG – Yes
CBD – Yes
GBO – Yes
IPBES – Yes
Yes – It is usually calculated from national Forest Resources
Assessments, which are publicly available.
It is available for terrestrial forests globally (split by dominant
climate domains: Polar, boreal, temperate, subtropical,
tropical).

Scalable spatially
Does it consider landscape or
wider population processes or
viability?

Empirical/observable versus
modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points
Clarity of approach and aims
Transparency/reproducibility
(have the methods been
published, clear and peerreviewed?)
Reproducible
Uncertainty (what types, how
represented, acknowledged?)

Yes – it can be calculated at country, regional and global scales
(United Nations 2019; Keenan et al 2015). It is calculated at
the national scale as part of each country’s Forest Resources
Assessment, and then aggregated to global scale by the FAO
(e.g., Keenan et al 2015, FAO 2015b). Country reports are
available online and country values used by Keenan et al 2015
are available in their SM.
Empirical data
First assessment was 10 years (1990 – 2000), completed every
five years since 2000 (United Nations 2019)
There are five time points, with 1990 as the baseline year.

Yes – The methods for the FAO are published (Keenan et al
2015) and supported by detailed guidelines.
Yes – The FAO produce clear guidelines for developing country
reports which are freely available after submission (FAO
2015a). FAO check country data (United Nations, 2019) and
produce an official report for each assessment period ( eg FAO
2015b).
No – Countries are not required to include uncertainty with
their assessments (FAO, 2015b). Keenan et al (2015)
acknowledge sources of uncertainty in the 2015 assessment,
but do not report it in results.

Has metric behaviour/
performance been tested?
includes
1. Specificity

No

2.Responsiveness

No

3.Reliability/sensitivity

Yes – Grainger (2008) found that over the course of multiple
assessment periods, the FAO have issued three different
corrected trends in decline and attributes changes to errors as
well as changes to methods and new data, concluding the
metric and data should be used with caution.
Keenan et al (2015) also compared results obtained from
remote sensing data with the FRA assessments, which was
further elaborated on by Sloan & Sayer (2015).
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Forest Health Index (FHI)
Assessor: Simone Stevenson
Summary
The Forest Health Index (FHI) is a newly developed, single metric of forest degradation that is derived by
combining metrics of change in forest area, configuration and threats to biodiversity. The level of forest
degradation can be calculated for countries, regions or the world. There are several manuscripts in
preparation or press that detail the methods, however the newness of this metric means it has not been
published or tested.
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated objective/aim
Direct measure of ecosystem
response versus measuring
threats? Or a hybrid
Collapse threshold (mostly for
integrity metrics)
Main element measured: risk
of collapse, area or integrity
(incl. composition/ structure/
function)

Yes – To measure forest degradation arising from human activity.
Hybrid – uses change in tree cover and connectivity as a measure of
ecosystem response but is also combined with data of direct and indirect
pressures.
No – it is unclear what level of change in the FHI would correspond to an
ecosystem shifting into a collapsed state.
Integrity – structure (threats)
Specifically, the primary function of the FHI is to measure integrity of
structure, because it measures (amongst other things), forest ‘intactness’
by patch size and distance.
It also combines intactness with direct and indirect threats, giving it a
secondary function of threat measures.
Leading/coincident/lagging
Threat – Coincident because it is capturing changes in threat levels
relative to loss of area; loss of
Integrity/function – Coincident because it is measuring change in
function; collapse
ecosystem integrity
Area – Coincident because it is measuring change in ecosystem area
Collapse – Leading because the metric is likely to change before the
ecosystem collapses
Redundancy/complementary/is Yes – It incorporates the ‘Trends in Tree Cover’ dataset (Hansen et al.,
it related to other metrics?
2013). It doesn’t resolve the issue of plantation inclusion, but could
potentially be a replacement for the Trends in Tree Cover when the
objective is to measure ecosystem or biodiversity health.
It also incorporates pressure data also used for the Human Footprint
Index.
Is it in BIP, or SDG or CDB
BIP – No
document (GBO) as a potential SDG – No
indicator? (Public
CBD – No
Interpretability
GBO – No
Engaging)
IPBES – No
Data availability and quality
Independent
No – The Forest Health Index (FHI) uses several specific global datasets,
including the maps of tree cover (Hansen et al 2013), potential forest
(Laestadius 2011) and the Human Footprint pressure data (Venter 2016).

Coverage (taxonomic, realm,
country/continent) - potential
and current application
Scalable spatially
Does it consider landscape or
wider population processes or
viability?
Empirical/observable versus
modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points
Clarity of approach and aims
Transparency
Reproducibility

Uncertainty (what types, how
represented, acknowledged?)
Has metric behaviour/
performance been tested?
1.Specificity

Yes - The FHI can be calculated globally for all forest biomes.

Yes – FHI is mapped at a resolution of 300 m and currently available for
each realm and globally

Empirical and modelled data (pressure data and extent use empirical data
and forest potential is modelled spatially).
Currently only one time point but can/will be calculated annually.
Length of time series is currently 1 (for 2018) using forest extent in 2000 as
the baseline.
No – There are currently no published papers detailing the metric,
however several manuscripts are in development (Grantham et al, in prep,
and Beyer et al, 2019).
No. No code currently available but draft manuscript states the intention
is to provide a transparent framework which can be applied at the local
level.
No – Not represented in figures/maps, not acknowledged in draft
manuscript.

No

2.Responsiveness

No

3.Reliability/sensitivity

No
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Global Ecosystem Restoration index (GERI)
Assessor: Jess Rowland
Summary
The Global Ecosystem Restoration Index (GERI) is a composite metric comprising of structural and
functional aspects of ecosystem restoration. These components are interpreted together and
include change in land productivity (primary productivity based on Rain Use Efficiency) and change
in the energy balance (evapotranspiration), which are placed in the context of identity transitions in
land cover. It is developed through GEOBON and uses open access large global datasets, remotely
sensed information and modelling methods. The energy balance component of the metric has
undergone some data validation test and been published as a masters thesis.
Website
https://ipbes.net/sites/default/files/Metadata_GEO_BON_iDiv_Global_Ecosystem_Restoration_Inde
x.pdf
https://geobon.org/ebvs/indicators/
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated
objective/aim

Direct measure of
ecosystem response,
threats, or hybrid
Relatable to a collapse
threshold
Main element measured:
risk of collapse, area or
integrity (incl.
composition/ structure/
function)
Leading/coincident/lagging
relative to loss of area,
integrity or collapse

Related to other metrics

Adopted in global policy
documents

Yes – “Build upon recent advances on biodiversity science, remote
sensing, and ecosystem mapping to design a composite index
tailored to three key and complementary elements of ecosystem
restoration: (1) change in ecosystem productivity (2) change in the
ecosystem energy balance and (3) changes in land cover.” Fernandez
et al. (2015)
Direct measure of ecosystem response
No – it is unclear what level of change in the GERI would correspond
to an ecosystem shifting into a collapsed state.
Headline: Integrity – function
The primary function of the GERI is to measure integrity of
ecosystem function, because it measures changes in land
productivity and energy balance in the context of transitions in land
cover type.
Threats – Lagging because the metric only changes after threats have
occurred
Integrity/function – Coincident because the metric captures change
in ecosystem integrity
Area – leading because the metric is likely to change (capturing
declines in integrity) before the ecosystem declines in area (but
theoretically could be coincident)
Collapse – Leading because the metric is likely to change (capturing
declines in integrity) before the ecosystem collapses
Yes – The metric uses the Global Forest Change dataset (Hansen et
al., 2013) that is used for the Trends in Tree Cover metric. It is also
related to the Proportion of land degraded over total land area
metric which combines information on changes in the land cover
class, land productivity and carbon stocks.
BIP – No
IPBES – No

CBD – Yes
GBO4 – No
SDG – No
Scope, data availability &
quality
Independent of specific
data & models
Coverage (realm,
country/continent)
Scalable spatially
Empirical/observable
versus modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points
Clarity of approach
Transparent

Reproducible

Is uncertainty represented
Has metric behaviour/
performance been
tested?
Responsiveness
Reliability/sensitivity

Specificity

No – Uses remotely sensed data from three datasets (MODIS sensor,
precipitation timeseries from Climate Research Unit gridded
precipitation dataset, Global Forest Change dataset on Landsat) that
each capture different aspects of land restoration.
The metric is stated to cover most terrestrial surfaces globally at a
spatial resolution of 1 km2.
Yes – the metric can be aggregated for small regions, states,
countries, continents and globally.
Empirical and modelled
N/A – Not calculated yet
0 – Not calculated yet

No – It appears the metric is still in development, as there are no
peer reviewed papers or reports that describe the full methods for
calculating the metric, nor any that present results. A brief
description of the metric is available on the GEOBON website. Bloch
(2016) outlined the development of the evapotranspiration (energy
balance) component of the metric using a remote sensing-based
model.
No – as the metric is yet to be calculated. However, all data will be
available from a website developed by the German Centre for
Integrative Biodiversity Research (iDiv) computational infrastructure.
Bloch (2016) provides Matlab code to calculate the
evapotranspiration (energy balance) component of the metric.
No

No
Yes – Bloch (2016) conducted a validation test of the meteorological
dataset used for the energy balance component of the metric was
performed using field data, and the meteorological dataset
performed well.
No
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Global Mangrove Watch (GMW)
Assessor: Jess Rowland
Summary
The Global Mangrove Watch (GMW) measures changes in mangrove extent globally using satellite
data (25/30 m resolution) between 1996-2010 (Bunting et al., 2018; Thomas et al., 2017). It aims to
capture change in mangrove extent over time and has been presented alongside information
classifying the key threats driving declines in each region. It is scalable from national to global. The
metric has been tested for the impacts of data quality and spatial resolution on the final estimates.
Websites
https://www.globalmangrovewatch.org
https://data.unep-wcmc.org/datasets/45
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated objective/aim
Direct measure of ecosystem
response, threats, or hybrid
Relatable to a collapse
threshold
Main element measured: risk
of collapse, area or integrity
(incl. composition/ structure/
function)
Leading/coincident/lagging
relative to loss of area,
integrity or collapse

Related to other metrics

Adopted in global policy
documents

Data availability and quality

Yes – the GMW provides a baseline of global mangrove extent and
changes over time, identifying areas of loss, gain, change hotspots and
intact mangroves (Bunting et al., 2018).
Direct measure of ecosystem response.
Yes – change in area had been directly linked to the risk of ecosystem
collapse.
Headline: Area
The GMW directly measures change in the area of mangroves over time.
Threats – Lagging because the metric only changes after threats have
occurred
Integrity/function – lagging because the metric is likely to change at the
same time or after declines in integrity have occurred (theoretically it
would be coincident if declines in integrity occur at the same time as loss
of area).
Area – coincident because the metric captures changes in area
Collapse – leading because the metric is likely to change (capturing
declines in area) before the ecosystem collapses
Yes – it is related to the other area-based metrics (such as the Ecosystem
Area Index, forest cover change and WET index) as it measures change in
ecosystem area, but complementary as it provides information on
mangroves specifically. It is also related to the Continuous Global
Mangrove Forest Cover metric (CGMFC-21) as both monitor change in
mangrove cover, but the CGMFC-21 aims to map percentage of mangrove
tree cover to capture degradation, while the GMW just uses data on
presence-absence.
BIP – No
SDG – No
CBD – No
GBO – No
IPBES – No

Independent
Coverage (realm,
country/continent)
Scalable spatially
Empirical/observable versus
modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points
Clarity of approach
Transparent
Reproducible
Is uncertainty represented
Has metric behaviour/
performance been tested?
Responsiveness
Reliability/sensitivity
Specificity

Yes – it relies on satellite data collated by a group of organisations and
UNEP-WCMC provided at https://www.globalmangrovewatch.org (links to
https://data.unep-wcmc.org/datasets/45).
The metric is available for mangroves globally.
Yes – Scalable from national to global, possibly also single ecosystem level.
Empirical data
Variable (1996, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2015, 2016)
There are 7 timepoints from 1996 to 2016 (data are available for 1996,
2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2015, 2016).
Yes – the results and methods are published (Bunting et al., 2018; Thomas
et al., 2017).
Yes – the data are available at https://www.globalmangrovewatch.org
No

No
Maybe – Conducted a point-based accuracy assessment of the final map
as a data validation exercise.
No
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Human Footprint Index (HF)
Assessor: Kate Watermeyer
Summary
The Human Footprint Index (HF) scores and combines eight direct pressures on nature from human
activities using data derived from open access databases, to measure their cumulative impact on the
terrestrial environment (Sanderson et al., 2002; Venter et al., 2016a). The HF has been globally
assessed twice (2003 & 2009) and can be calculated at any scale. The metric is not included in BIP;
some sensitivity/ reliability analyses have been undertaken.
Website
https://wcshumanfootprint.org/
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated objective/aim
Direct measure of ecosystem
response versus measuring
threats, or hybrid
Relatable to a collapse
threshold
Main element measured: risk
of collapse, area or integrity
(incl. composition/ structure/
function)
Leading/coincident/lagging
relative to loss of area; loss of
function; collapse

Related to other metrics

Adopted in global policy
documents

Scope, data availability &
quality

Yes – to measure ‘the cumulative impact of direct pressures on
nature from human activities’ – index website.
Quantifies threats/pressures
No – it is unclear what level of change in the HF would
correspond to an ecosystem shifting into a collapsed state.
Integrity – composition (threats)
The primary function is to measure the cumulative impacts of
pressures/threats
Threat – coincident because it directly measures threats
Integrity/function – leading because the metric is likely to
change before a change in integrity (but theoretically it would be
coincident if declines in integrity occur at the same time the
onset of threats)
Area – leading because the metric is likely to change before a
loss in area
Collapse – leading because the metric is likely to change before
the ecosystem collapses
Yes – has a similar aim to the cumulative human modification
map (HMc) produced by Kennedy et al., (2019) (“cumulative
measure of human modification of terrestrial lands”), but HMc
based on different stressor data (13 layers including more detail
re. transport infrastructure, vs 8 in the HF). The HF is also related
to the Ecological Footprint, which compares human demand on
nature against nature supply and measures demand in terms of
the biologically productive areas (BIP).
BIP – No
SDG – No
CBD – No
GBO – No
IPBES – No

Independent of specific data &
models

Coverage (taxonomic, realm,
country/continent)
Scalable spatially
Empirical/observable versus
modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points
Clarity of approach
Transparent
Reproducible
Is uncertainty represented

Has metric behaviour/
performance been tested?
Responsiveness
Reliability/sensitivity

Yes– possible to calculate using the best available local data,
although data for global map layers is derived from specific open
access databases, and subsequently processed. Processed
datasets for global assessments available online at
https://wcshumanfootprint.org/
Inputs:
1. the extent of built environments,
2. crop land,
3. pastureland,
4. human population density,
5. night-time lights,
6. railways,
7. roads, and
8. navigable waterways.
The HF covers terrestrial systems globally and is theoretically
calculable any scale.
Yes – the main literature refers to global scale index, but it is
calculable at any scale and regional scale assessments have been
undertaken (e.g. Woolmer et al., 2008)
Empirical data - remote-sensed & ‘bottom-up’ survey data
Globally assessed twice (using an updated method – original
method was a static map based on data from the 1990s), 1993 &
2009 (Venter et al., 2016a)
Two timepoints (1993 and 2009)

Yes – the metric and methods are published (Venter et al.,
2016b) and data available via the index website.
Yes – data are available via the index website and methods
described in Venter et al. (2016b)
No – three limitations are discussed: a) incomplete
representation of all pressures (e.g., invasive spp. not included);
b) some pressures are static over time due to data limitations; c)
only represents pressures not the impacts. See below for
testing.

No
Yes – Di Marco et al., (2013) tested impact of different
quantification methods for HF within a species distribution
(mean, mode, median value; and also mean HF vs. HF
prevalence) on the assessed threat level for that species –
significant impact; bias non-linear and hard to account for.
Venter et al. (2016b) validated 2009 map using random sample
of high-resolution images. Strong agreement between HF scores
& validation scores; HF tends to underrepresent so should be
considered conservative. Kennedy et al., (2019) compare HF to
their cumulative Human Modification map (HMc), based on
different stressor layers (13 vs 8) and found agreement at global

Specificity

scale but significantly different at regional scale. In a reply to
Kennedy et al., (2019), Venter et al. (2019) show that the HF
maps are relatively more accurate when compared with a
validation dataset and conclude that HF is a better
representation of ‘observable human pressures’.
No
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Live Coral Cover (LCC)
Assessor: Kate Watermeyer
Summary
Live Coral Cover (LCC) is a response measure of coral reef health and measures the proportion of live
coral in relation to total surface area of reef. The global version described here is generated from
regional and local datasets (empirical survey and remotely sensed) of live hard coral cover versus
total reef extent collated by the Global Coral Reef Monitoring Network (GCRMN) as an annual
average (1972 – 2016). Coral cover is an accepted and tested measure of reef health, and can be
linked to specific threats and system collapse. Data available vis GCRMN.
Website
https://www.bipindicators.net/indicators/live-coral-cover
https://gcrmn.net/about-gcrmn/
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated objective/aim
Direct measure of ecosystem
response, threats, or hybrid
Relatable to a collapse
threshold
Main element measured: risk
of collapse, area or integrity
(incl. composition/ structure/
function)
Leading/coincident/lagging
relative to loss of area; loss of
function; collapse

Related to other metrics
Adopted in global policy
documents

Scope, data availability &
quality
Independent of specific data &
models

Yes – To provide a measure of reef health, by measuring live
coral cover in relation to the total surface of a reef.
Ecosystem response.
Yes – change in hard coral cover has been linked to ecosystem
collapse (e.g. Bland et al. 2018)
Area
The primary function is to measure changes in area of live coral
within reefs.
Threat – Lagging because it measures response
Integrity/function – Lagging because the metric is likely to
change at the same time or after declines in integrity have
occurred (as the LCC doesn’t capture changes in community
structure, only area). Theoretically it would be coincident if
declines in integrity occur at the same time as loss of area.
Area – Coincident because the metric measures a loss in area
Collapse – Leading because the metric is likely to change
(capturing declines in area) before the ecosystem collapses
Yes – Related to the Coral Reef Watch metrics that provide a
measure of threat (bleaching and thermal stress), whereas LCC is
a response metric.
BIP – Yes
SDG – No
CBD – Yes
GBO – No
IPBES – Yes

Yes – global version relies on datasets gathered by the Global
Coral Reef Monitoring Network (GCRMN) through regional

Coverage (taxonomic, realm,
country/continent)
Scalable spatially
Empirical/observable data
versus modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points

Clarity of approach and aims
Transparent
Reproducible
Is uncertainty represented
Has metric
behaviour/performance been
tested?
Responsiveness
Reliability/sensitivity

Specificity

networks, but theoretically can be calculated from unassociated
data.
Currently available globally for coral reefs (marine).
Yes – the primary scale is the local reef unit, down to 30-100 m
(sampling protocol dependent), but it can be aggregated at
local/sub-national/national/regional/global levels.
Empirical: from field observations or remotely sensed via
photographic images or multispectral sensors used to assess
percentage cover of hard corals of the surface area of a coral
community or assemblage.
Annual
Global: 44 timepoints 1972 – 2016 (BIP)
Caribbean: late 1970s – 2019. 2020 update planned.
WIO and Pacific: early 1990s to 2019. 2020 update planned.
Earlier records from research projects will be added to the time
series over time.
Yes – Results and methods are published (Obura et al., 2019),
and monitoring guidelines and protocols are available online via
GCRMN website.
Yes – Datasets are available on request via GCRMN; code
available on github according to Obura et al. (2019)
Yes – Results are presented as a mean with 95% confidence
limits or standard error.

Yes – where threat timeseries exist degree and timing of change
in LCC can be accounted for on a per threat basis (e.g. De’ath et
al. 2012)
Yes – a positive relationship between live coral cover and fish
abundance and diversity has been demonstrated (e.g. Bell &
Galzin 1984); various approaches of estimating cover have been
compared (e.g. Miller & Muller 1999, observers vs. underwater
video).
Yes – where threat timeseries exist degree and timing of change
in LCC can be accounted for on a per threat basis (e.g. De’ath et
al. 2012)
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Living Planet Index (LPI)
Assessor: Kate Watermeyer
Summary
The Living Planet Index (LPI) measures change in vertebrate populations over time as a proxy for the
state of biodiversity (Loh et al., 2005) via a geometric mean of change in species abundance between
a minimum of two time points. Calculated from system to global scale using open access data, with a
global timeseries available since 1970. Sensitivity to data and methods as well as response to
management actions has been tested. Included in BIP & GB04.
Website
http://livingplanetindex.org
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated
objective/aim
Direct measure of ecosystem
response, threats, or hybrid
Relatable to a collapse
threshold
Main element measured: risk
of collapse, area or integrity
(incl. composition/ structure/
function)
Leading/coincident/lagging
relative to headline loss of
area; loss of function;
collapse

Related to other metrics

Adopted in global policy
documents

Yes – “to measure the changing state of the world’s biodiversity
over time” via “average trends in populations of vertebrate
species from around the world since 1970” (Loh et al., 2005)
Direct response of species abundance
No – it is unclear what level of change in the LPI would correspond
to an ecosystem shifting into a collapsed state.
Integrity – composition
The primary function is to measure system integrity via
composition, by monitoring change in species abundance over
time
Threats – Lagging because the metric only changes after threats
have occurred
Integrity/function – coincident because the metric captures
change in ecosystem integrity
Area – leading because the metric is likely to change (capturing
declines in integrity) before the ecosystem declines in area (but
theoretically could be coincident)
Collapse – leading because the metric is likely to change (capturing
declines in integrity) before the ecosystem collapses
Yes – The LPI is related to the other species abundance-based
metrics, such the Wild Bird Index, Mean Species Abundance (MSA)
and the Biodiversity Intactness Index (BII) as each measure change
in abundance relative to a reference year. The Wild Bird Index
uses the same formula as the LPI (geometric mean) but is specific
to birds in Europe and North America. The BII and MSA use an
undisturbed ecosystem as a reference point (based on space-for
time substitution) whereas the LPI uses the abundance in 1970 as
the reference.
BIP – Yes
GBO4 – Yes
IPBES – Yes
SDG – No
CBD – Yes

Scope, data availability and
quality
Independent of specific data
& models

Yes – Data are collated from a range of sources in online database,
publicly accessible at http://livingplanetindex.org/data_portal

Coverage (realm,
country/continent)

The metric covers terrestrial, marine and freshwater vertebrates
globally.

Scalable spatially

Yes – The LPI can be calculated for selected regions, nations,
biomes where sufficient data are available (BIP)
Empirical data

Empirical/observable versus
modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points
Clarity of approach
Transparent

Reproducible
Is uncertainty represented
Has indicametrictor
behaviour/performance
been tested?
Responsiveness
Reliability/sensitivity

Specificity

Annual timeseries since 1970
48 timepoints, from 1970-2018, with 1970 as the baseline year.

Yes – The methods and results for the metric and yearly updates
have been published (Collen et al., 2009; Loh et al., 2005; McRae
et al., 2017) and on a website (http://livingplanetindex.org/)
(McRae et al., 2017)
Yes – Data to calculate the index are available at
http://livingplanetindex.org/data_portal and code for diversity
weighted index (McRae et al., 2017) is available on github.
Yes – Uncertainty in the index value are represented via
confidence intervals estimated using bootstrap resampling
method, increasing from zero in the start year (1970).

Yes – The response of the LPI to various management actions has
been tested with models (Nicholson et al., 2012)
Yes – the LPI has been evaluated for how well the data represent
vertebrate groups globally (Collen et al., 2009; Loh et al., 2005;
Nicholson et al., 2012), data quality and taxonomic divisions
(Collen et al., 2009; Loh et al., 2005), theory and mathematical
properties (Buckland et al., 2011, 2005; Lamb et al., 2009;
McCarthy et al., 2014; van Strien et al., 2012); and the impacts of
weighting the metric based on taxonomic diversity (McRae et al.,
2017).
No
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Cumulative Human Impacts on Marine Ecosystems (MCHI)
Assessor: Kate Watermeyer
Summary
The Cumulative Human Impacts on Marine Ecosystems Index (MCHI) scales from 0-1 and combines
17 anthropogenic stressor layers derived from empirical and modelled data, to predict human
impact on marine biodiversity and ecosystems (Halpern et al., 2008). Calculable from regional to
global scale (global assessments in 2008 & 2013, data from these assessments is available).
Sensitivity to some assumptions and methods has been tested. Included in BIP.
Website
https://www.bipindicators.net/indicators/cumulative-human-impacts-on-marine-ecosystems
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated objective/aim
Direct measure of ecosystem
response, threats, or hybrid
Relatable to a collapse
threshold
Main element measured: risk of
collapse, area or integrity (incl.
composition/ structure/
function)
Leading/coincident/lagging
relative to loss of area; loss of
function; collapse

Related to other metrics

Adopted in global policy
documents

Scope, data availability &
quality
Independent of specific data &
models

Yes – to map the spatial distribution of human impacts, to
predict the impact on marine biodiversity and ecosystems from
multiple anthropogenic stressors (Halpern et al., 2008; BIP)
Hybrid - quantifies threats and weighs them by ecosystem
vulnerability.
No – it is unclear what level of change in the MCHI would
correspond to an ecosystem shifting into a collapsed state.
Integrity – composition (threats)
The primary function is to measure the cumulative impacts of
pressures/threats
Threat – coincident because it measures changes in threats
Integrity/function – leading because the metric is likely to
change before declines in integrity
Area – leading because the metric is likely to change before a
loss in area
Collapse – leading because the metric is likely to change before
the ecosystem collapses.
Yes – The Ocean Health Index uses some of same data layers as
the MCHI (See Halpern et al. 2012 S23 for details), but the
MCHI aims to predict system impacts rather than incorporate
system responses as the OHI does (Halpern et al., 2012);
Related to the Human Footprint, which is a composite metric
of human pressures on the terrestrial environment.
BIP – Yes
GBO4 – No
IPBES – No
SDG – No
CBD – No

Yes – it relies on specific data layers developed by NCEAS. Data
for global assessments available online at
https://www.nceas.ucsb.edu/globalmarine/data

Coverage (realm,
country/continent)
Scalable spatially
Empirical/observable versus
modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points
Clarity of approach and aims
Transparent
Reproducible
Is uncertainty or variability
represented
Has metric
behaviour/performance been
tested? includes
Responsiveness
Reliability/sensitivity

Specificity

Globally available for marine systems (excluding Antarctica),
and theoretically calculable for any realm and at any scale to a
resolution of 1km.
Yes – Calculable at any scale (most commonly global or
national). Five regional assessments complete, three ongoing.
Both empirical and modelled data.
Assessed twice, in 2008 (Halpern et al., 2008) and then ‘change
over 5 years’ assessed in 2013 (Halpern et al., 2015).
2 timepoints – 2008 and 2013.

Yes – the metric and methods are published (Halpern et al.,
2008), and available on BIP and the metric website.
Yes – code to calculate the metric is available via github and
data are available online from
https://knb.ecoinformatics.org/view/doi:10.5063/F1S180FS
Yes – Halpern et al., 2008, 2015 supp. mat. does report min
and max indices within regions and spread of estimates
(2015).

No
Yes – The MCHI has been tested for sensitivity of results to
assumptions regarding the weighting of component impacts,
inclusion of certain ecosystems, and cumulative impact model
(summed vs average) was tested (Halpern et al., 2008). The
impacts of uncertainty in data on reliability were tested by
Stock et al (2016).
No
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Mean Species Abundance (MSA)
Assessor: Simone Stevenson
Summary
Mean Species Abundance (MSA) conveys change in the average local species abundance over time, relative
to an undisturbed baseline level. The metric is an output of the biodiversity model GLOBIO, where the
change in abundance is modelled as a response to multiple drivers of biodiversity loss (land use change,
pollution, and climate change). It is usually calculated globally covering all terrestrial and freshwater
biomes except Antarctica, but could be calculated at smaller scales such as country level. It has been
calculated for the years 2000 and 2015, but in three different assessments (two terrestrial, one aquatic)
that use different versions of GLOBIO (all three project MSA at 2050).
Website
https://www.globio.info/what-is-globio/how-it-works/impact-on-biodiversity
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated objective/aim
Direct measure of ecosystem
response, threats, or hybrid
Relatable to a collapse
threshold
Main element measured: risk of
collapse, area or integrity (incl.
composition/ structure/
function)
Leading/coincident/lagging
relative to loss of area; loss of
function; collapse

Related to other metrics

Adopted in global policy
documents

Yes – To measure the average abundances of originally occurring species
relative to their abundance in the undisturbed ecosystem.
A hybrid – models species response to several different types of human
pressure.
No – it is unclear what level of change in the MSA would correspond to an
ecosystem shifting into a collapsed state.
Integrity – composition (threats)
Specifically, the primary function of the MSA is to measure integrity of
composition, because its response component models changes in mean
species population abundance.
It has a secondary function of measuring threats because it also
incorporates change in various threats.
Threat – coincident because it is capturing the effects of land use change
(i.e. the threat)
Integrity/function – coincident because it is measuring change in
ecosystem integrity
Area – leading because the metric is likely to change (capturing declines in
integrity) before a loss in area (but theoretically it would be coincident if
declines in integrity occur at the same time as loss of area)
Collapse – leading because the metric is likely to change (capturing declines
in integrity) before the ecosystem collapses
Yes – The MSA is similar to the Biodiversity Intactness Index (BII), the Living
Planet Index (LPI), and Wild Bird Index (WBI) in that they all measure a
change in abundance relative to a reference level. The primary difference
between the BII and MSA is that the BII weights species rich areas more
highly, while MSA weights all cells equally. The MSA (using GLOBIO) can
also be disaggregated by human impacts. With the LPI, the main difference
is that the MSA has an ‘undisturbed’ reference point for the baseline, while
the baseline for LPI is 1970 (Alkemade et al 2009, Purvis et al 2019).
BIP – No
SDG – No
CBD – No
GBO4 – Yes
IPBES – Yes

Data availability and quality
Independent of specific data &
models
Coverage (taxonomic, realm,
country/continent) - potential
and current application

Scalable spatially
Empirical/observable versus
modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points

No – The MSA is an output from GLOBIO model, but theoretically could be
calculated from other data.
The MSA is calculated globally covering all terrestrial and freshwater
biomes except Antarctica (tundra) but is not usually disaggregated by them
for reporting. Response of biodiversity to pressures was derived from
studies on mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, terrestrial invertebrates
and vascular plants (terrestrial), and plants, mosses, fishes, amphibians,
macro-invertebrates, birds, and mammals (aquatic) however not generally
broken down by taxa when reported (Janse et al 2015, Schipper et al 2019)
Yes – The MSA can be calculated at different scales, from regional, national
to global (e.g., Alkemade et al 2009, Schipper et al 2019).
Modelled
NA
Theoretically MSA can be calculated for any year there is appropriate
pressure data, but so far has only been calculated for two historic years
(2000 and 2015), but with different versions of GLOBIO, so the metric
values are not comparable across time. It has also been projected for 2050
with multiple model versions The global MSA has been calculated for:
Terrestrial:
2000 & 2050 (projected) (GLOBIO 3, Alkemade et al., 2009)
2015 & 2050 (projected) (GLOBIO 4, Schipper et al., 2019)
(nb: 2050 from Alkemade (2009) may not be comparable to 2050 from
Schipper et al (2019) due to model updates)
Aquatic:
2000 & 2050 (projected) (GLOBIO-Aquatic, Janse et al 2015)
In terms of MSA baseline, like the BII, the reference level of abundances
are derived from space-for-time, not an earlier specified time point (such
as that used for the LPI), from papers that evaluate comparable disturbed
and undisturbed sites (Alkemade et al 2009). No change in MSA should be
represented by a score of 1 or 100%.

Clarity of approach and aims
Transparent
Reproducible

Is uncertainty represented

Yes – Methods and updates to results have been published (see Alkemade
2009, Schipper 2019, Janse et al 2015) and more information provided on
the website.
Yes – The developers provide the model along with training to countries
that want to do national assessments, however there are some relatively
intensive data requirements for it to work that might prevent it from being
feasible (www.globio.info). The data and model for global assessments are
applied by the agencies who developed it.
Yes – Alkemade et al (2009) report 95% confidence intervals or standard
error and various disaggregations of MSA (eg Fig. 7, effects of climate).
Janse et al (2015) also include 95% confidence intervals or standard errors.
Not reported in Schipper et al (2019).

Has metric
behaviour/performance been
tested?
Responsiveness
Reliability/sensitivity

Specificity

No
No – However, a review of the GLOBIO model more general highlighted
some key assumptions of the model and the need for testing (Leemans et
al 2007), primarily around the relationship between species richness and
abundance (that it is constant). Schipper et al (2019) and Alkemade et al
(2019) both acknowledge multiple sources of uncertainty, including the
cause–effect relationships, the drivers considered, the models estimating
the drivers, the underlying data, and the metrics used, and that they need
to be dealt with in further research.
No
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Reducing Global Terrestrial Biodiversity Loss. Ecosystems 12, 374-390.
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Number of collapsed ecosystems (NCE)
Assessor: Jess Rowland
Summary
The number of collapsed ecosystems (NCE) is based on the count of marine, terrestrial and
freshwater ecosystems classified as Collapsed using the IUCN Red List of Ecosystems protocols. It can
be calculated for subset of countries/regions, with the goal of all terrestrial ecosystems to be
included by 2023. The metric is scalable from national to global and provides a direct measure of the
status of ecosystems relative to ecosystem collapse.
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated objective/aim
Direct measure of ecosystem
response, threats, or hybrid
Relatable to a collapse
threshold
Main element measured: risk of
collapse, area or integrity (incl.
composition/ structure/
function)
Leading/coincident/lagging
relative to loss of area, integrity
or collapse

Related to other metrics

Adopted in global policy
documents

Data availability and quality
Independent
Coverage (realm,
country/continent)
Scalable spatially
Empirical/observable versus
modelled

Yes – To capture the number of ecosystems that have shifted to a
collapsed state
Direct measure of ecosystem response/status
Yes – the metric directly measures the number of ecosystems that have
collapsed.
Headline: Risk of collapse
The NCE directly counts the number of ecosystems that have collapsed.
Threats – Lagging because the metric only changes after threats have
occurred
Integrity/function – Lagging because the metric only changes after a
change in integrity
Area – Lagging because the metric only changes after a change in area
Collapse – Coincident because the metric is a direct count of the number
of collapsed ecosystems
Yes – it is related to the number of ecosystems that have improved in risk
status and Red List Index of ecosystems (mean risk status) but provides
complementary information as it tells us the number of ecosystems that
have already collapsed. It is also related to the Red List Index of
ecosystems and the Ecosystem Health Index as it is based on the Red List
of Ecosystems data.
BIP – No
SDG – No
CBD – No
GBO – No
IPBES – No
Yes – it can be calculated based on the RLE database website (once
launched) but may also be calculated nationally or locally using any
available assessments.
Applicable to all realms globally. Currently available nationally for South
Africa and Colombia, and for the forests of the Americas. Could currently
be calculated for many countries with national RLEs already available,
and globally using available datasets in the near future.
Yes – scalable from regional, national to global scales.
Empirical and/or modelled data

Frequency
Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points
Clarity of approach
Transparent
Reproducible
Is uncertainty represented
Has metric
behaviour/performance been
tested?
Responsiveness
Reliability/sensitivity
Specificity

Variable (Ideally/Likely every 5-10 years)
Currently single time point for the index for countries with a national RLE
(some countries may have two time points, e.g., South Africa, Finland).
No – However, the underlying methods to calculate risk status using the
Red List of Ecosystems is published in Keith et al. (2013) and detailed
guidelines are provided (Bland et al., 2017).
Yes – the underlying methods to calculate risk status using the Red List of
Ecosystems is published in Keith et al. (2013). An R package (redlistr) is
available to assist in the assessment process.
Yes – risk status can be reported using plausible bounds for each
ecosystem.

No
No
No

Reference
Keith, D.A., Rodríguez, J.P., Rodríguez-Clark, K.M., Nicholson, E., Aapala, K., Alonso, A., Asmussen,
M., Bachman, S., Basset, A., Barrow, E.G., Benson, J.S., Bishop, M.J.E., Bonifacio, R., Brooks,
T.M., Burgman, M.A., Comer, P.J., Comin, F.A., Essl, F., Faber-Langendoen, D., Fairweather,
P.G., Holdaway, R.J., Jennings, M., Kingsford, R.T., Lester, R.E., Nally, R. Mac, McCarthy, M.A.,
Moat, J., Oliveira-Miranda, M., Pisanu, P., Poulin, B., Regan, T.J., Riecken, U., Spalding, M.D. &
Zambrano-Martínez, S. (2013). Scientific Foundations for an IUCN Red List of Ecosystems. PLoS
One, 8, e62111.

Number of ecosystems that have improved in risk status (NIE)
Assessor: Jess Rowland
Summary
The number of ecosystems that have improved in risk status (NIE) is based on the count of
ecosystems that have shifted to a lower risk category (where the risk of ecosystem collapse has
reduced) between reassessments using the IUCN Red List of Ecosystems protocols. It can be
calculated at national or global scales once reassessments occur for marine, terrestrial and
freshwater ecosystems. The metric provides a direct measure of improvements in status of
ecosystems relative to ecosystem collapse.
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated objective/aim
Direct measure of ecosystem
response, threats, or hybrid
Relatable to a collapse
threshold
Main element measured: risk of
collapse, area or integrity (incl.
composition/ structure/
function)
Leading/coincident/lagging
relative to loss of area, integrity
or collapse

Related to other metrics

Adopted in global policy
documents

Data availability and quality
Independent
Coverage (realm,
country/continent)
Scalable spatially
Empirical/observable versus
modelled
Frequency

Yes – To capture the number of ecosystems improving in risk status.
Direct measure of ecosystem response/status
Yes – the metric directly measures the number of ecosystems that have
improved in risk of ecosystem collapse.
Headline: Risk of collapse
The NIE directly counts the number of ecosystems that have reduced in
their risk of collapsing.
Threats – Lagging because the metric only changes after threats levels
have reduced
Integrity/function – Coincident because the metric could be driven by a
change in integrity leading to a change in the risk status used to calculate
the metric
Area – Coincident because the metric could be driven by a change in area
leading to a change in the risk status used to calculate the metric
Collapse – Leading because the metric is likely to change before the
ecosystem collapses
Yes – it is related to the number of ecosystems that have collapsed and
Red List Index of Ecosystem (mean risk status) but provides
complementary information as it tells us the number of ecosystems that
have improved in risk status over time.
BIP – No
SDG – No
CBD – No
GBO – No
IPBES – No
Yes – it can be calculated based on the RLE database website (once
launched) but may also be calculated nationally or locally using any
available assessments.
Applicable to all realms globally, but currently unavailable.
Yes - scalable from regional, national to global scales.
Empirical and/or modelled data
Variable (Ideally/Likely every 5-10 years)

Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points
Clarity of approach
Transparent
Reproducible
Is uncertainty represented
Has metric
behaviour/performance been
tested?
Responsiveness
Reliability/sensitivity
Specificity

Zero - requires reassessment of ecosystems

No – However, the underlying methods to calculate risk status using the
Red List of Ecosystems is published in Keith et al. (2013) and detailed
guidelines are provided (Bland et al., 2017).
Yes – the underlying methods to calculate risk status using the Red List of
Ecosystems is published in Keith et al. (2013). An R package (redlistr) is
available to assist in the assessment process.
Yes – risk status can be reported using plausible bounds for each
ecosystem.

No
No
No

Reference
Keith, D.A., Rodríguez, J.P., Rodríguez-Clark, K.M., Nicholson, E., Aapala, K., Alonso, A., Asmussen,
M., Bachman, S., Basset, A., Barrow, E.G., Benson, J.S., Bishop, M.J.E., Bonifacio, R., Brooks,
T.M., Burgman, M.A., Comer, P.J., Comin, F.A., Essl, F., Faber-Langendoen, D., Fairweather,
P.G., Holdaway, R.J., Jennings, M., Kingsford, R.T., Lester, R.E., Nally, R. Mac, McCarthy, M.A.,
Moat, J., Oliveira-Miranda, M., Pisanu, P., Poulin, B., Regan, T.J., Riecken, U., Spalding, M.D. &
Zambrano-Martínez, S. (2013). Scientific Foundations for an IUCN Red List of Ecosystems. PLoS
One, 8, e62111.

Ocean Health Index (OHI)
Assessor: Kate Watermeyer
Summary
The Ocean Health Index (OHI) aims to measure and track ocean health via 10 goals relating to how
people benefit from oceans (Halpern et al., 2012). Each goal (which may be comprised of sub-goals)
is scored out of 100 and scores averaged to give the overall OHI. Calculable at any scale, data
sources and code for global assessment are provided. Some aspects of reliability, uncertainty and
sensitivity to assumptions and data have been tested. Included in BIP.
Website
https://www.bipindicators.net/indicators/ocean-health-index
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated objective/aim

Direct measure of ecosystem
response versus measuring
threats, or hybrid
Relatable to a collapse threshold
Main element measured: risk of
collapse, area or integrity (incl.
composition/ structure/ function)
Leading/coincident/lagging
relative to loss of area; loss of
function; collapse

Related to other metrics

Adopted in global policy
documents

Yes – to “better understand, track and communicate
ecosystem status and design strategic actions to improve
overall ocean health”, where a ‘healthy ocean’ is one that
“sustainably delivers a range of benefits to people now and in
the future” (Halpern et al., 2012).
Hybrid – composite metric based on “ten widely held public
goals” for a healthy ocean [Halpern et al., 2012 Supp. Mat].
Some goals represent pressures or potential threats (e.g.
food provision; natural products), some represent system
response (e.g. clean waters; biodiversity).
No – it is unclear what level of change in the OHI would
correspond to an ecosystem shifting into a collapsed state.
N/A - the OHI combines various threat and response
measures and is not possible to clearly categorise as a
measure of collapse risk, area or integrity.
NA – the OHI is a composite metric that incorporates
measures aiming to reflect changes in threat levels and
system integrity, but it is challenging to distinguish the timing
of signal for each concept.
Threat – NA
Integrity/function – NA
Area – NA
Collapse – NA
Yes – other metrics examine cumulative pressures on marine
systems to predict impacts on biodiversity (e.g. (Halpern et
al., 2008), but predict system impacts rather than incorporate
system responses as the OHI does. The OHI results are
correlated with Human Development Index due to the
assumed positive relationship between development and
sustainable resource use (Halpern et al., 2012; 2015)
BIP – Yes
SDG – No
CBD – yes
GBO4 – Yes
IPBES – No

Scope, data availability & quality
Independent of specific data &
models
Coverage (realm,
country/continent)
Scalable spatially
Empirical/observable versus
modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points
Clarity of approach
Transparent
Reproducible
Is uncertainty represented
Has metric
behaviour/performance been
tested?
Responsiveness
Reliability/sensitivity

Specificity

Yes – Global version uses data from multiple, sources and
processing code are documented and shared
Globally available for marine systems.
Yes – Calculable at any scale (most commonly global or
national).
Both empirical and modelled data.
Annual assessment (global index)
Annually since 2012 (global index)

Yes – metric and methods published (Halpern et al., 2012)
and available on BIP;
Yes – the code and data to calculate the metric are available
via github.
No measure of uncertainty in outputs presented with results
or in methods

No
Yes – Uncertainties relating to data gap-filling methods in the
OHI are explored (Frazier et al., 2016), and have been
assessed for one of the underlying goals (Afflerbach et al.,
2019). Sensitivity analysis performed on assumptions for the
goal weighting, discount rate, and trend weight, as well as the
influence of each single goal (Halpern et al., 2012). Halpern et
al. (2017) tested the ability of OHI to predict near-term scores
by comparing predicted and observed values (‘performed
reasonably well’, data is a limiting factor).
No
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Proportion of land degraded over total land area (PDL)
Assessor: Jess Rowland
Summary
The Proportion of land degraded over total land area metric (PDL) is a composite metric of
complementary, non-additive sub-indices. The sub-indices include land cover class change, land
productivity and carbon stocks. The metric produces a binary classification of a unit of area being
classified as degraded or not degraded. Degradation in one sub-index means that the area is classed
as degraded, regardless of the status of the other two sub-indices. It was developed to support the
Land Degradation Neutrality network for and collected by the UNCCD (United Nations Convention to
Combat Desertification). The metric was designed to be universal so that countries can use their
own definition of degraded and their own datasets. It has been calculated globally and for a subset
of region and continents.
Website
https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/metadata/files/Metadata-15-03-01.pdf
https://www.unccd.int/sites/default/files/relevant-links/201710/Good%20Practice%20Guidance_SDG%20Indicator%2015.3.1_Version%201.0.pdf
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated
objective/aim

Direct measure of
ecosystem response,
threats, or hybrid
Relatable to a collapse
threshold

Yes – To measure the “proportion of land degraded over total land
area” based on three sub-indices, each “represents a unique
perspective on the manifestation and assessment of land degradation”
to “assist countries to better understand their distribution and types of
land degradation, and support countries to achieve their LDN [Land
Degradation Neutrality] targets”.
Direct measure of ecosystem response – The composite metric
combines three sub-indices: land cover, land productivity (Net Primary
Productivity), and carbon stock.
No – The metric is calculated based on a binary classification of
degraded vs. not degraded whereby the unit is considered degraded if
one of the sub-indices is degraded (statistically declining or based on
some threshold). Degradation is determined individually by each
country and though theoretically could be set at a local collapse
threshold, establishing that threshold would require further research.
Headline: Integrity – function
The primary function of the PLD is to measure integrity of ecosystem
function, because it measures changes in land cover type, productivity
and carbon stocks.

Main element measured:
risk of collapse, area or
integrity (incl.
composition/ structure/
function)
Leading/coincident/lagging Threats – Lagging because the metric only changes after threats have
relative to loss of area; loss occurred
of integrity; collapse
Integrity/function – coincident because the metric captures change in
ecosystem integrity
Area – leading because the metric is likely to change (capturing declines
in integrity) before the ecosystem declines in area (but theoretically
could be coincident)
Collapse – leading because the metric is likely to change (capturing
declines in integrity) before the ecosystem collapses

Related to other metrics

Adopted in global policy
documents

Scope, data availability &
quality
Independent of specific
data & models
Coverage (realm,
country/continent)
Scalable spatially
Empirical/observable
versus modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points
Clarity of approach
Transparent
Reproducible

Is uncertainty represented

Yes – The metric is related to other metrics that aim to capture
ecosystem degradation, such as the Global Ecosystem Restoration index
(GERI) and Ecosystem Health Index (EHI).
This metric is a composite metric capturing land cover class change,
land productivity and carbon stocks, whereas the GERI metric captures
changes in land productivity and change in the energy balance, which
are placed in the context of identity transitions in land cover. The EHI
differs in that it is not a composite metric and uses ecosystem specific
ecological variables to measure degradation.
BIP – Yes
SDG – Yes
CBD – Yes
IPBES – No
GBO4 – No

Yes – the metric was designed to be universal so that countries can use
their own datasets to calculate the metric. The default soil organic
carbon dataset provided to countries is the International Soil Reference
and Information Center’s ‘SoilGrids250m’ dataset.
The metric has been calculated globally, and individually for several
regions and continents (Oceania, Central/Southern Asia, Latin America,
Eastern/South-Eastern Asia, Sub-Sahara Africa, Europe/North America,
Northern Africa/Western Asia).
Yes – the metric can be calculated nationally up to globally and can be
disaggregated by land cover type or other policy-relevant units, such as
agro-ecological, bio-cultural or administrative boundaries.
Empirical and modelled (countries can use any relevant data source)
Currently only one timepoint, but theoretically 15-yearly intervals.
1 – degradation from 2000-2015, with year 2000 as the baseline. The
trends observed in 2000-2015 will be used as the baseline comparison
for the 2030 analysis.
Yes – Reports (Orr et al. 2017; UNCCD 2019) detailing the methods of
the metric are available and in several publications (Hengl et al. 2017;
Cowie et al. 2018; Sims et al. 2019).
Yes – a guide for “best practice” has been published to assist countries
calculate the metric using their own data, including formulas potential
data sources and definitions for technical terms (Sims et al. 2019).
However, the metric was designed to be flexible so that countries can
use their own data and definitions of degraded. The Trends.Earth
platform (http://trends.earth/docs/en/) has been developed by
Conservation International to enables the calculation and analysis of the
metric using the best available global and national datasets.
Yes – the countries using the metric reported a confidence level
(high/medium/low) for their certainty in the data used to calculate the
metric (UNCCD 2019).

Has metric
behaviour/performance
been tested?
Responsiveness

Reliability/sensitivity

Specificity

No – However, Sims et al. (2019) noted that the sub-indices tend to
change at different rates, with land cover transitioning over years
(change in moisture) to hours (from land use activities), carbon stock
typically changing slowing up to years (from changes in land cover or
productivity).
Yes – Sims et al. (2019) and Orr et al. (2017) discussed various
approaches for combining the sub-indices into a meaningful metric,
deciding on the “one-out, all-out” (1OAO) approach whereby if any of
the three sub-indices are negative/declining (or stable if already
degraded) the metric is degraded for a land unit. Hengl et al. (2017)
cross-validated the SoilGrids250m information system (used in one subindex) using three machine learning methods. Cowie et al. (2018)
discusses the need for verification of false positives/negatives in the
detection of degradation. Orr et al. (2017) discusses the potential to use
a magnitude-based approach (absolute change in soil carbon) to change
in land-based natural capital rather than area-based (area over which
there is a significant positive change in at least one of the metric), but
was determined to be less relevant as it isn’t directly related to land
management and the land unit level. Cowie et al. (2018) also discusses
that the metric does not account for the magnitude of change, so
severe degradation can be counteracted by a small improvement on an
equal area.
No
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Red List Index of Ecosystem (RLIE)
Assessor: Jess Rowland
Summary
The Red List Index of Ecosystem (RLIE) uses data from the IUCN Red List of Ecosystems to measure
changes in the mean collapse risk of ecosystems across all ecosystem types, including terrestrial,
freshwater and marine (Rowland et al. 2019). The index can be calculated using the overall risk
category for each ecosystem, or individually for each Red List criteria. The RLIE is currently available
(or may already be calculated) for subset of countries/regions, with the goal of all terrestrial
ecosystems to be included by 2023. The index is scalable from single ecosystem, to national to
global. The index has undergone some testing for sensitivity and responsiveness and has been
proposed for BIP.
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated objective/aim
Direct measure of ecosystem
response versus measuring
threats, or hybrid
Relatable to a collapse
threshold
Main element measured: risk
of collapse, area or integrity
(incl. composition/ structure/
function)
Leading/coincident/lagging
relative to loss of area; loss of
integrity; collapse

Related to other metrics

Adopted in global policy
documents

Data availability and quality
Independent of specific data &
models

Yes – To measure trends in ecosystem collapse risk based on the
proportion of ecosystems in each Red List risk category to complement
the Red List Index of species survival (Rowland et al., 2019)
Direct measure of ecosystem response
Yes – the metric directly measures risk of ecosystem collapse based on
progress towards or away from collapse thresholds.
Headline: Risk of collapse
The RLIE measures the mean risk of ecosystem collapse.
Threats – Lagging because the metric only changes after threats have
occurred
Integrity/function – Coincident because the metric could be driven by a
change in integrity leading to a change in the risk status used to calculate
the metric
Area – Coincident because the metric could be driven by a
change in area leading to a change in the risk status used to calculate the
metric
Collapse – Leading because the metric is likely to change before the
ecosystem collapses
Yes – it is related to the number of collapsed ecosystems and number of
ecosystems that have improved in risk status, Ecosystem Area Index and
the Ecosystem Health Index as it is based on the Red List of Ecosystems
data, but provides complementary information as it tells us about the
mean direction of change in collapse risk.
BIP – No (proposal submitted)
SDG – No
CBD – No
GBO – No
IPBES – No
Yes – it can be calculated based on the RLE database website (once
launched) but may also be calculated nationally or locally using any
available assessments.

Coverage (realm/taxonomic,
country/continent)
Scalable spatially
Empirical/observable versus
modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points
Clarity of approach
Transparent
Reproducible
Is uncertainty represented
Has metric
behaviour/performance been
tested?
Responsiveness

Reliability/sensitivity

Specificity

Applicable to all realms globally. Currently calculated nationally for South
Africa and Colombia, and for the forests of the Americas. Could currently
be calculated for many countries with national RLEs already available, and
globally using available datasets in the near future.
Yes – scalable from single ecosystem, to national or global scales.
Empirical and/or modelled data
Variable (Ideally/likely every 5-10 years)
Currently single time point for the index, although some countries may
have multiple
Yes – The methods for the metric have been published in Rowland et
al., (2019).
Yes – Code to calculate the metric are provided at GitHub
https://github.com/red-list-ecosystem
Yes – Variability in the underlying data (variability among risk categories
among ecosystems) as current index uses the full complement of
ecosystems of interest. Uncertainty in trend may be calculated.

Yes – The RLIE been tested for responsiveness to the impacts of fishing,
mass bleaching and hurricanes using a stochastic ecosystem simulation
model of a coral reef (Rowland et al., in review). The RLIE was highly
responsive to the onset of threats, but responsiveness was affected by the
type of threat – the RLIE was highly responsive to changes in the threat
level of bleaching, but unresponsive to changes in fishing pressure.
Yes – The RLIE been tested for sensitivity to the impacts of fishing, mass
bleaching and hurricanes using a stochastic ecosystem simulation model
of a coral reef (Rowland et al., in review). The RLIE was sensitive to
threats, with the metric having lower values under high threat levels.
However, behaviour of the RLIE was at time unintuitive due to the impacts
of shifting baseline syndrome. The sensitivity varied among primary
threats – the RLIE was insensitive to changes in fishing pressure but was
highly sensitive to changes in intensity of mass bleaching. The scale of
ecosystem classification (finer vs. Broader scale) affected the sensitivity,
with the metric calculated for broader scale ecosystems (e.g., larger size)
tending to have higher values (lower mean risk). The RLIE’s sensitivity was
affected by the ecological variables used in its calculation, and this
interacted with which threats were dominant.
No
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Species Habitat Index (SHI)
Assessor: Simone Stevenson
Summary
The Species Habitat Index (SHI) is a single metric that conveys change in suitable habitat available to all
species over time. The SHI is calculated by modelling change in the area of suitable habitat available for
individual terrestrial species as a response to land use change (using the Map of Life modelling
infrastructure). The habitat change for each species is then aggregated to a single value that can be
calculated at any scale (sub-national to global). Because the estimates of habitat change are driven by
change in land use, the SHI could be calculated annually using remote sensing data. So far, however, it has
only been used to project change habitat under different future scenarios, rather than build a time series
of past change.
Website
https://mapoflife.github.io/indicators/ (currently contains placeholder content only)
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated objective/aim

Direct measure of ecosystem
response, threats, or hybrid
Relatable to a collapse
threshold
Main element measured: risk
of collapse, area or integrity
(incl. composition/ structure/
function)

Leading/coincident/lagging
relative to loss of area; loss of
function; collapse

Related to other metrics
Adopted in global policy
documents

Scope, data availability and
quality

Yes – it “quantifies the average loss (relative to a baseline year,
currently 2001) in suitable habitat that species in a given region (e.g.
country) are incurring, weighted by the region’s stewardship for these
species.” (IPBES, 2018)
Hybrid – models change in ecosystem response of available habitat,
predicted from change in land use.
No – it is unclear what level of change in the Species Habitat Index (SHI)
would correspond to an ecosystem shifting into a collapsed state.
Integrity – composition (area)
The primary function of the SHI is to measure change in the integrity of
ecosystem composition, via an index of species available habitat. This
index relies on species identity and their ability to persist in the
landscape, thereby affecting composition.
The secondary function is a measure of area, because the metric
incorporates change in habitat area.
Threat – coincident because it is capturing the effects of land use
change (i.e. the threat)
Integrity/function – coincident because the metric will capture changes
in integrity that arise directly from a change in area.
Area – coincident because the metric captures change in area of
species habitats
Collapse – leading because the metric is likely to change (capturing
declines in threats, integrity and area) before the ecosystem collapses
No
BIP – No
SDG – No
CBD – Yes (Decision XIII/28 Indicators for the Strategic Plan for
Biodiversity 2011-2020 and the Aichi Biodiversity Targets)
GBO4 – No
IPBES – Yes

Independent of specific data &
models
Coverage (taxonomic, realm,
country/continent)
Scalable spatially
Empirical/observable data
versus modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points

No – relies on MODIS and Landsat remote sensing data and the MOL
(Map of Life) model to create habitat suitability maps (Jetz et al 2007,
Rondinini et al 2011, Powers & Jetz 2019, Kim et al 2018).
Can be calculated globally for terrestrial taxa (mostly vertebrates, some
invertebrate and plant groups added).
Yes – It can be calculated by user defined regions with country as the
smallest geographic unit (but theoretically could be calculated for
smaller summary areas) (Fernandez et al., 2015).
Modelled
Annual
0 – Calculation of 18 time points is possible, with 2001 as the first year
of baseline comparison (according to Fernandez et al (2015), however
this time series does not appear to be published in any reports,
websites or papers.
However, the recent IPBES Global Assessment Report (Brondizio et al,
2019) notes the SHI has been used to identify a decline in species
ranges which suggests it has been calculated for at least two time
points, but it is unclear over what time frame, and the reference
provided takes users to the unfinished web page
(https://mol.org/indicators/).
SHI has been calculated once as the average decadal change in future
projections from 2015 to 2070 however (Powers & Jetz 2019).

Clarity of approach and aims
Transparent

No – There are currently no peer reviewed papers, websites or reports
that present a time series of the metric nor detail the full method from
beginning to end, making the metric difficult to understand as a new
user. The key references for this metric describe parts of the modelling
process (e.g., Jetz et al, 2007, Rondinini et al., 2011) or projections
(Powers & Jetz 2019).
Powers & Jetz (2019) do include a projection of decadal change in SHI,
and a formula for calculating it in the methods, however it is not the
sole focus of the paper.

Reproducible
Is uncertainty represented
Has metric
behaviour/performance been
tested?
Responsiveness

There are references to an metric web page (as part of the Map of Life
infrastructure), but the web page is currently under construction and
contains only placeholder content
(https://mapoflife.github.io/indicators/).
No – some input data are available from Map of Life and Google Earth
Engine (Fernandez et al., 2015), but there are no detailed methods,
formulas or code available right now.
No – There are, however, no metric values, nor associated uncertainty,
represented in a publicly available format.

No

Reliability/sensitivity

Specificity

Yes – Modelled habitat ranges were validated against species
occurrence records (Jetz et al 2007, Rondinini et al 2011). According to
the IPBES Factsheet (IPBES, 2018), uncertainty in species habitat can be
calculated via model validation with species occurrence data.
No
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Trends in Primary Forest Extent (TPF)
Assessor: Simone Stevenson
Summary
Trends in Primary Forest Extent (TPF) measures change in the area of forests that are classified as ‘primary
forest’ (defined as being free from human impact) as a measure of biodiversity state. It is calculated from
a subset of the data provided by individual country Forest Resource Assessment reports submitted to the
FAO, and can be aggregated to regional and global scales. There are five time points, calculated from the
FRAs which are done every five years.
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated objective/aim

Direct measure of
ecosystem response,
threats, or hybrid
Relatable to a collapse
threshold
Main element measured:
risk of collapse, area or
integrity (incl. composition/
structure/ function)
Leading/coincident/lagging
relative to loss of area; loss
of function; collapse

Related to other metrics

Adopted in global policy
documents

Yes – The FAO guidelines state that the metric is “... intended to
capture changes in primary forest...”, and the methods published in
the Morales-Hidalgo et al. (2015) paper also state that “...primary
forest area is assumed to relate to biodiversity at the global scale”.
Response – Measures change in primary forest as a measure of
biodiversity (Morales-Hidalgo et al. et al 2015)
Yes – change in area has been directly linked to the risk of ecosystem
collapse.
Area

Threats – Lagging because the metric only changes after threats have
occurred
Integrity/function – lagging because the metric is likely to change at
the same time or after declines in integrity have occurred
(theoretically it would be coincident if declines in integrity occur at
the same time as loss of area).
Area – coincident because the metric captures changes in area
Collapse – leading because the metric is likely to change (capturing
declines in area) before the ecosystem collapses
Yes – this metric is related to the ‘Forest Area as a Proportion of Total
Land Area” metric, both of which use country Forest Resources
Assessment reports provided to the FAO. The primary difference is
that the Forest Area metric includes change in ALL forest resources (as
defined by the FAO (2015a), which encompasses both plantations and
natural forests). The Change in Primary Forest Extent measures only a
subset of natural forests, ones that are classified as ‘primary forest’
according to the definition that they demonstrate “...no clearly visible
indications/signs of human activity. This means that primary forests
should show natural tree species composition, occurrence of dead
wood, natural age structure and natural regeneration processes.”
(FAO, 2015a).
BIP – No
SDG – No
CBD – No
GBO – No
IPBES – No

Data availability and
quality
Independent of specific data
& models
Coverage (taxonomic,
realm, country/continent)
Scalable spatially

Empirical/observable versus
modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points
Clarity of approach and
aims
Transparent
Reproducible

Is uncertainty represented

Has metric behaviour/
performance been tested?
Responsiveness
Reliability/sensitivity

Specificity

Yes – It can be calculated from national Forest Resources
Assessments, which are publicly available.
It is available for terrestrial forests globally (for the countries that
submit reports) (split by dominant climate domains: Polar, boreal,
temperate, subtropical, tropical).
Yes – it can be calculated at country, regional and global scales
(United Nations 2019; Morales-Hidalgo et al. et al 2015). It is
calculated at the national scale as part of each country’s Forest
Resources Assessment, and then aggregated to global scale by the
FAO (e.g., Morales-Hidalgo et al. et al 2015, MacDicken et al. 2016).
Country reports are available online.
Empirical data
First assessment was 10 years (1990 – 2000), completed every five
years since 2000 (United Nations 2019)
There are five time points, with 1990 as the baseline year.

Yes – The methods and results of measuring global change in primary
forest extent are published Morales-Hidalgo et al. (2015) and
supported by detailed guidelines.
Yes – FAO produce clear guidelines for developing country reports
which are freely available after submission (FAO 2015a). FAO check
country data (United Nations, 2019) and produce an official report for
each assessment period (e.g., MacDicken et al., 2016), and the
methods for calculating change in primary forest area are published in
Morales-Hidalgo et al., (2015).
No – countries are not required to include uncertainty with their
assessments (FAO, 2015b), and it is not reported in the FAO global
assessment (MacDicken et al., 2016) or the peer reviewed results
(Morales-Hidalgo et al., 2015) .

No
Yes – Sabatini et al (2018) compared the area of primary forest in
Europe calculated for the 2015 State of European Forests (which was,
at the time of assessment, a different reporting process to the global
FAO metric discussed here, but the two processes will be streamlined
for the next Forest Resources Assessment in 2020). They found a
mismatch between the total area of all known primary forests and the
reported estimates in governmental statistics.
Bernier et al (2017) do not undertake a quantitative analysis, but
articulate concerns regarding inconsistencies in country definitions
and methods for identifying ‘primary forest’, and subsequent
implications for the accuracy of the metric.
No
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Trends in Tree Cover (TTC)
Assessor: Simone Stevenson
Summary
Trends in Tree Cover (TTC) is a global metric that measures change in any type of tree cover (including
plantations) over time, based on remote sensing data. It can be calculated for various spatial scales from
country to the world. The input maps of tree cover are open source and frequency is increasing from >10
year intervals to annual time series (from 2017 on). Testing so far has focused on the relationship of tree
cover to biodiversity change.
Website
https://earthenginepartners.appspot.com/science-2013-global-forest
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated objective/aim

Direct measure of ecosystem
response versus measuring
threats? Or a hybrid
Collapse threshold (mostly for
integrity metrics)
Main element measured: risk
of collapse, area or integrity
(incl. composition/ structure/
function)
Leading/coincident/lagging
relative to loss of area; loss of
function; collapse

Yes - Objective is to measure change in any tree cover. Not to
be confused with change in primary forest, this also includes
changes resulting from plantations and agriculture (so
theoretically, could show no net change, even if entire natural
habitats are replaced with plantations, for example) (Tropek et
al 2014, Hansen et al 2014)
Despite the warning from Keenan et al (2015) and Hansen et al
(2014), this metric is described as a measure of deforestation
on the IPBES Natureserve dashboard
(https://dashboard.natureserve.org/metadata/forest-coverloss).
Hybrid – measures change in tree cover, some of which may be
ecosystem response (e.g., loss of primary forest) while other
changes could be associated with forestry activities including
harvest and replanting of plantations.
No – it is unclear what level of change in the TTC would
correspond to an ecosystem shifting into a collapsed state
because the metric considers natural forest and some
plantations as interchangeable.
Area
TTC measures change in area of land with tree cover (which
could be anything from a natural forest, plantation etc). This is
not necessarily synonymous with change in area of forest
ecosystems.
NA – The combination of change in tree cover due to forestry
practices and change to area of natural ecosystems may mean
that any preventative or retrospective functions it could
perform relative to change in ecosystem headline metrics are
obscured. For example, it could show no change, or even
increasing forest area, regardless of whether entire ecosystems
had disappeared, degraded or collapsed.
Threat – NA
Integrity/function – NA
Area – NA

Collapse – NA
If this metric was evaluated against this criterion it would
require an assumption that change in tree cover is equivalent
to change in area of forested ecosystems (which may not be
supported by evidence eg Keenan et al 2015, Green et al 2019).
Under this assumption, then the outcome would be:
Threats – Lagging because the metric only changes after
threats have occurred
Integrity/function – Lagging because the metric is likely to
change at the same time or after declines in integrity have
occurred (theoretically it would be coincident if declines in
integrity occur at the same time as loss of area).
Area – Coincident because the metric captures changes in area.
Collapse – Leading because the metric is likely to change
(capturing declines in area) before the ecosystem collapses.
Redundancy/complementary/is Yes – There appears to be some confusion between Forest area
it related to other metrics?
as a proportion of total land area, calculated using FAO
national forest resource assessments, and the ‘Trends in tree
cover’ metric calculated using remote sensing data.
The CBD COP 13 2016 Decision XIII27 lists ‘trends in tree cover’
and ‘forest as a proportion of total land area’ as two different
metrics, and the IPBES assessment refers to them as ‘trends in
tree cover’ and ‘forest extent’ respectively. Some other
publications and reports however, just interpret both as
different data sources or methods for measuring change in
forest area (e.g., Leadley GBO 4 2014, Keenan et al 2015).
Primary difference between the two is that forest trends based
on the Hansen dataset are remote sensed, and the aim is only
to detect tree cover change, while FRA assessments are based
on land use (e.g., temporarily cleared plantations are still
considered ‘forest’, while trees grown for food/agricultural
purposes are not considered forest by the FAO, whereas the
Hansen method would consider the first as not forest, and the
second as forest) (Keenan et al 2015).

Is it in BIP, or SDG or CDB
document (GBO) as a potential
indicator? (Public
Interpretability
Engaging)
Data availability and quality
Independent

The TTC dataset are also used to calculate other metrics,
including the Forest Health Index and Global Mangrove Watch.
BIP – No
SDG – No
CBD – Yes
GBO – Yes
IPBES - Yes
No – directly associated with Hansen remote sensing tree cover
maps (which are open source).

Coverage (taxonomic, realm,
country/continent) - potential
and current application
Scalable spatially
Does it consider landscape or
wider population processes or
viability?
Empirical/observable versus
modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points
Clarity of approach and aims
Transparency
Reproducibility

Uncertainty (what types, how
represented, acknowledged?)
Has metric
behaviour/performance been
tested?
1.Specificity
2.Responsiveness
3.Reliability/sensitivity

Currently available globally for terrestrial forest (excluding
some very small countries from Hansen et al. 2013).
Yes – it is mapped at a resolution of 30 m. Values are
comparable across geographic units (climate domain, FAO
forest ecozones, country). Minimum unit of measurement
reported by Hansen et al (2013) is country level.
Empirical data (remotely sensed data)
Previously two timepoints 12 years apart (2000 and 2012) and
now annual from 2017.
Currently four timepoints (2000, 2012, 2017, 2018), with 2000
as the baseline year.
Yes – The methods and results are published (Hansen et al.
2013).
Yes – The data are publicly available
(https://earthenginepartners.appspot.com/science-2013global-forest) and supported by tutorials on Google Earth
Engine.
No – uncertainty is not reported in the trends of the metric, but
the supplementary materials in Hansen et al (2013) report
standard error on classifications.

No
No
Yes – Green et al (preprint) found trends in tree cover to be a
poor proxy for biodiversity (while this isn’t the stated objective
of the metric, this finding seems still important to note to avoid
misuse).
Tropek et al (2014) argue the data is inappropriate for
measuring natural forest loss but without any accompanying
analysis, however Hansen responded by reiterating the
objective is to measure forest cover, not conservation
appropriate forest cover (but that this could be achieved by
intersecting maps of conservation value forest) (Hansen et al
2014).
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Vegetation Health Index (VHI)
Assessor: Kate Watermeyer
Summary
The Vegetation Health index (VHI) was developed by NOAA combines moisture and thermal
condition proxies derived from remotely sensed radiance data (both based on anomaly relative to a
long-term mean) to assess vegetation health. Used as a proxy for drought and agricultural impacts,
fire risk etc. The metric is available globally down to 4km resolution from 1981 for all terrestrial
systems. Data and index are available via NOAA.
Website
https://www.star.nesdis.noaa.gov/smcd/emb/vci/VH/index.php
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated objective/aim
Direct measure of ecosystem
response, threats, or hybrid
Relatable to a collapse
threshold
Main element measured: risk
of collapse, area or integrity
(incl. composition/ structure/
function)
Leading/coincident/lagging
relative to loss of area; loss of
function; collapse

Related to other metrics

Adopted in global policy
documents

Scope, data availability &
quality

Yes – “VHI is a proxy characterizing vegetation health” by
combining estimates of moisture and thermal conditions, and
used to identify and monitor drought (metric website)
Ecosystem response.
No – VHI is a proxy for drought/desertification etc (see aim
below), which has an established relationship with ecosystem
collapse (e.g. Ledger et al 2013) but setting local thresholds
would require extra research.
Integrity – function
The primary function is to measure vegetation health, via
thermal and moisture estimates; relates to degree of drought
and therefore ecosystem function.
Threat – Lagging because the metric measures changes in
ecosystem integrity
Integrity/function – Coincident because the metric capturing
changes in ecosystem integrity/function
Area – Leading because the metric is likely to change before the
ecosystem changes in area
Collapse – Leading because the metric is likely to change before
the ecosystem collapses
Yes – The VHI is related to the Ecosystem Health Index as both
metrics aim to capture degradation of ecosystem. The VHI
specifically focuses on changes in NDVI and temperature for
terrestrial ecosystems, whereas the Ecosystem Health Index
measures degradation of any marine/terrestrial/freshwater
ecosystem using ecosystem specific ecological variables.
BIP – No
SDG – No
CBD – No
GBO – No
IPBES – No

Independent of specific data &
models
Coverage (taxonomic, realm,
country/continent)
Scalable spatially
Empirical/observable data
versus modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points
Clarity of approach
Transparent
Reproducible
Is uncertainty represented
Has metric behaviour/
performance been tested?
Responsiveness
Reliability/sensitivity

Specificity

No – derived from remotely sensed radiance data from the
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR). Data and
index available as a NOAA product.
Currently available globally for terrestrial vegetation.
Yes – The metric can be calculated from 4 km (minimum spatial
resolution from 1981) or from 1 km (from 2012) and up to
global scale
Empirical: remotely sensed normalized difference vegetation
index (NDVI) and brightness temperature (BT) via AVHRR and
classified relative to variation during extreme conditions (Kogan
2001) .
Weekly composites calculated at 4 km resolution since 1981 and
at 1km resolution since 2012.
1981 – present (38 years)

Yes – The results and methods are published (Kogan 2001)
Yes – Data are available via NOAA and methods area described in
Kogan (1990, 200).
No

No
Yes – Karnieli et al. (2006) tested the assumption of an inverse
correlation between NDVI and land surface temperature and
recommend caution when applying VHI in high latitudes;
multiple studies testing the relationship between VHI and local
vegetation health or drought variables e.g Ma’rufah et al. (2017)
show VHI clearly relates meteorological and agricultural drought
in Indonesia.
No
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Wild Bird Index (WBI)
Assessor: Kate Watermeyer
Summary
The Wild Bird Index (WBI) tracks population trends in wild birds as a proxy for overall system health
(Gregory et al., 2005). Calculated nationally and regionally for Europe and N. America from
accessible data (on request). Some testing of sensitivity to data inclusions and assumptions has been
undertaken; included in BIP.
Websites
BIP
https://www.bipindicators.net/indicators/wild-bird-index
European indices:
http://www.ebcc.info/index.php?ID=612
http://www.ebcc.info/index.php?ID=613.
North American indices:
http://www.mbr-pwrc.usgs.gov/bbs/bbs.html
https://www.pwrc.usgs.gov/bbs/RawData/.
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated objective/aim

Direct measure of ecosystem
response, threats, or hybrid
Relatable to a collapse
threshold

Main element measured: risk
of collapse, area or integrity
(incl. composition/ structure/
function)
Leading/coincident/lagging
relative to loss of area; loss of
function; collapse

Yes – To “measures average population trends of a suite of representative
wild birds, as an metric of the general health of the wider environment.”
(Sheehan et al., 2012)
Health is not defined, although Gregory and Strien (2010) describe what is
being measured as ‘biotic homogenization’, or the out-competition of
specialist spp by generalists as a result of human-induced change (and so a
decline in biodiversity).
Direct measure of ecosystem response
No – More in-depth knowledge of the context required to interpret the
index. E.g. from BIP: “an increasing WBI may, or may not necessarily
equate to an improving situation in the environment. It could, in extreme
cases, be the result of expansion of some more generalist species at the
cost of others, or reflect habitat degradation”.
Integrity – composition
The primary function is to measure system integrity via composition, by
monitoring change in bird species abundance over time
Threats – Lagging because the metric only changes after threats have
occurred
Integrity/function – coincident because the metric captures change in
ecosystem integrity
Area – leading because the metric is likely to change (capturing declines in
integrity) before the ecosystem declines in area (but theoretically could be
coincident)

Related to other metrics

Adopted in global policy
documents

Data availability and quality
Independent of specific data &
models
Coverage (taxonomic, realm,
country/continent)
Scalable spatially
Empirical/observable versus
modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points
Clarity of approach
Transparent
Reproducible
Is uncertainty represented
Has metric behaviour/
performance been tested?
Responsiveness
Reliability/sensitivity

Specificity

Collapse – leading because the metric is likely to change (capturing
declines in integrity) before the ecosystem collapses
Yes – The WBI is related to the other species abundance-based metrics,
such the Living Planet Index, Mean Species Abundance (MSA) and the
Biodiversity Intactness Index (BII) as each measure change in abundance
relative to a reference year. Uses the same formula as the LPI (geometric
mean) which is calculated for all vertebrates (vs only birds). The BII and
MSA use an undisturbed ecosystem as a reference point (based on spacefor time substitution) whereas the WBI uses the abundance in time series
starting year as the reference.
BIP – Yes
GBO4 – Yes
IPBES – No
SDG – No
CBD - Yes
Yes – The index can be calculated using any dataset, but the current
dataset are available on request from the RSPB (BIP)
The metric can be calculated globally, but is currently available for Europe
and North America, and some African & Asian countries recently started
monitoring programs.
Yes – the index can be calculated by for any region, country, or habitat
type.
Empirical
Annual
The North America index spans from 1968 to 2017, with 1968 as the
baseline year. The European index spans 1980 to 2017, with 1980 as the
baseline year.
Yes – results and methods published (Gregory et al., 2019, 2005)(Sheehan
et al., 2012).
Yes – R code provided online to calculate metric and confidence intervals
and application guidelines are provided (Sheehan et al., 2012); data for
Europe & North America are available on request.
Yes – Confidence intervals are reported based on the standard error of
individual species trends (Gregory et al., 2005).

No
Yes – the metric was shown to be relatively robust to species selection,
although may not be representative if species with extreme trends
included, or specialist species are prioritised as subjective species inclusion
can bias the index (Gregory et al., 2019)
No
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Wetland Extent Trends Index (WETI)
Assessor: Jess Rowland
Summary
The Wetland Extent Trends Index (WETI) is the geometric mean of change in wetland area (Darrah et
al., 2019; Dixon et al., 2016). The index is based on a range of databases and sources and uses the
same formula as the Living Planet Index. It is available regionally and globally for a subset of natural
and man-made wetland (1970-2015), but is scalable from national or global. It is included in BIP and
has been tested for the impacts of data bias and wetland size.
Website
https://www.bipindicators.net/indicators/wetland-extent-trends-index
Criteria
Ecosystem relevance
Clearly stated objective/aim
Direct measure of ecosystem
response, threats, or hybrid
Relatable to a collapse
threshold
Main element measured: risk
of collapse, area or integrity
(incl. composition/ structure/
function)
Leading/coincident/lagging
relative to loss of area; loss of
integrity; collapse

Related to other metrics

Adopted in global policy
documents

Data availability and quality
Independent of specific data &
models
Coverage (realm,
country/continent)

Yes – A global index of change in natural wetland extent to track progress
towards global targets (Dixon et al., 2016) (Darrah et al., 2019)
Direct measure of ecosystem response
Yes – change in area has been directly linked to the risk of ecosystem
collapse.
Headline: Area
The WETI directly measures change in the area of wetlands over time.
Threats – Lagging because the metric only changes after threats have
occurred
Integrity/function – lagging because the metric is likely to change at the
same time or after declines in integrity have occurred (theoretically it
would be coincident if declines in integrity occur at the same time as loss
of area).
Area – coincident because the metric captures changes in area
Collapse – leading because the metric is likely to change (capturing
declines in area) before the ecosystem collapses
Yes – the WETI is related to the other area-based metrics (such as the
Ecosystem Area Index, forest cover change, Trends in Tree Cover and
global mangrove watch) as it measures change in ecosystem area but is
complementary as it provides information on wetlands specifically.
BIP - Yes https://www.bipindicators.net/indicators/wetland-extent-trendsindex
SDG – No
CBD – No
GBO – Yes
IPBES – Yes
Yes – the metric is currently based on the WET database (gathered from
the literature) and Global Lakes and Wetlands Database but could be
calculated using any dataset on wetland area.
The metric is currently calculated globally based on a subset of natural and
anthropogenic wetlands for which data are available.

Scalable spatially
Empirical/observable versus
modelled
Frequency
Length of timeseries and
baseline/ reference points
Clarity of approach
Transparent
Reproducible
Is uncertainty represented
Has metric behaviour/
performance been tested?
Responsiveness
Reliability/sensitivity

Specificity

Yes – the metric is calculated at regional to global scales (theoretically can
be calculated at single ecosystem scale to track change over time).
Empirical data
Yearly (interpolated)
There are 47 timepoints from 1970-2015 (yearly)

Yes – The metric methods and results have been published (Darrah et al.,
2019; Dixon et al., 2016) and are available on the BIP website
(https://www.bipindicators.net/indicators/wetland-extent-trends-index).
Yes – Darrah et al (2019) provide the code to calculate the metric using the
LPI package (linked to the LPI github https://github.com/ZoologicalSociety-of- London/rlpi).
Yes – 95% confidence intervals are reported surrounding yearly index
values (likely based on bootstraps) (Darrah et al., 2019).

No
Yes – It was tested for the impacts of data bias by calculating the metric
with and without four global datasets (result was that the metric was not
affected) (Darrah et al., 2019). Tested for the impacts of initial wetland size
on the annual rate of change to see if having many smaller wetlands
biased the index (smaller wetlands declines faster, but distribution of
wetland size was normal) (Dixon et al., 2016).
No
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